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The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory
Few people
know it, mighty
elsewhere in today's
few, but
News is revealed that Presidentelect Eisenhower will visit Water
Valley, Ky., in July. The visit is
a well guarded secret down Watin Valley way, but theexclusive
story says that General Ike will
Beauregard, where
visit Camp
the cotton pickers "knocked over
so many danuryankees and then
themselves."
died of pnemonia
Even the menu has been planned
for the new President the story
says; country sausage, and.a mess
waffles and sorof celebrated
ghum is the peice de resistance.
poached in some
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The eggs will
of their country ham gravy.
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BAILEY MS FINE
BIRTHDAY SEND-OFF

Whitesell Boys Have
Five-Day Visit
In Far East

Democrats To Elect PfteitioltpriChairmen
Saturday; Party Reor uni4uilui) Planned

biainua31 jo AlPlaAlun
The Whitesell boys, Hunter and
Robert,
may be far, far from
home, but that doesn't keep them
from
keeping the home fires
All Democratic voters in FulVoters are asked to gather at
burning. Robert a first lieutenant
ton County are urged to partici- the polling places
where they
in the Marine Corps is stationed Pat Merrym
pate in the precinct elections Sat- vote'to elect their officers Saturin Tokyo, Japan and Hunter a Famous Ba1141 Group
urday, December 6 at 2 p. m., Jus- day.
second lieutenant in the same sertin Atteberry, county chairman
The complete list of incumbent
vice is stationed in Korea. Re- Miss Pat Merryman, the daughter
said today. The election Saturday precinct chairmen is as follows.
cently the boys had a nice five- of Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Merryman,
will
be
held
to
elect
chairmen
One of the State's most brilliday visit together in Toyko and 507 2nd Street, Fulton, Kentucky, ant and distinguished clergymen who will represent their precincts No. 1—
took prominent parts in the Far was one of 3P Christian College will visit in Fulton Sunday night in the county election on SaturDon Hill, Fulton, Ky., Mrs. W.
We hesitate to reveal the name
East celebration of the 177th an- students attereiing the Slavenska when the Rt. Rev. Charles Cling- day. December 13, when a coun- H. Hill, Fulton, Ky.
of our correspondent who reportniversary of the founding of the Franklin Ballet in St. Louis re- man, Bishop of the Episcopal Dio- ty Democratic chairman will be No. 2—
ed the story today, so we ask that
outstanding ballet cese of -Kentucky
Marine Corps.
cently. This
will visit the elected.
Arch Gore, Fulton, Ky., Mrs.
you scan the paper and find out
used his in- program was staged in the Kiel local church. Bishop
Brother Robert
Jennings Kearby is secretary of Martha Roberts, Fulton, Ky.
Clingman
inconceivable
is
yourself.
It
for
fluence to get the five-day leave Auditorium Opera House.
will officiate at Trinity Episcopal the county group.
No. 4A—
to think that with the Presidentmalfing
the trip
brother and a
plane
Students
for his
The elections
are held each
Church's confirmation service to
elect so busy making plans for
Charles Robert Bennett, Fulbrought him to Tokyo for the re- traveled by private bus and were be held at 7:30 p. m. The Bishop Pour years following a presidentton, Ky., Mrs. Happy Hogan.
Korea that he should also reveal
Mariette
union and the celebration. Photo- accompanied by Mrs.
will also
conduct
even song ial election. In the past little in- No. 3A—
his plans for visiting Water Valgraphs released by the Marine Perlman, dance instructor.
services and deliver a sermon. He terest has been shown in the elecley, but that's what the man said.
J. Ward Johnson, Fulton, Ky.,
Corps show thetwo bisys standwill be assisted by the church's tions, but in view of the recent Mrs.
Just read it for yourself.
The doors to the dining room ing near the commander of the
Frank Brady, Fulton, Ky.
Pastor Rev. William G. Frank. results in the Presidential elec- RIceville
were spread open and there be- unit cuttoing the huge cake in
No. 3—
Bishop Clingman last visited in tion, where many Democrats votWe had a wonderful short va- fore him was a sight he could observance of the tanniversary.
Ed
A.
Thompson,
R. F. D., Fuled
the
Republican
ticket,
added
Fulton
in
December,
1950
when
cation in Paul's hometown of St. hardly believe. His classmates, Robert held the honor guard post
he joined the local Episcopalians interest is being taken to re-or- ton, KY., Mrs. Foster Edwards, R.
Joseph, Missouri over the his football mates, his basketball while Hunter was not far behind.
in observing the 100th anniver- ganize the county organization. F. D., Fulton, Kentucky.
ThaM;sgiving holidays. It was the mates, his
coaches and others Then too, Hunter had the honor
This attitude is prevalent all over Wolberton No. 4-have visited up stood around the table where not
first time we
Thursday morning about 8:30 sary of the local church. Known the State, it was revealed.
serving, at dinner, the wife of
1:0f
Jim Dawes, R. F. D., Fulton,
there since before Mary Jo was one birthday cake, but
three the oldest member of the Marine Miss Lucy Jane Casey, 76, died as a gifted speaker and an outKentucky, Mrs. Erwin Bard, It.
theologian,
Bishop
born and it was a real family re- greeted his eyes. All the cakes Corps stationed in Japan.
at her home here after a lengthy standing
F. D., Fulton, Ky.
Clingman is one of the State's
union for the kiddies. Besides get- were adorned
with 17 candles,
Both boys are sons of Mr. and illness.
Palestine No.5—
church ofpaternal for Bailey was 17 on Thursday.
know their
ting to
She was born in Pilot Oak in best known and loved
Mrs. Hunter Whitesell of Felton
ficials. The public is cordially inEstone Browder, R. F. D. No. 1,
grandparents they saw more snow
spirit and are well known and popular Graves County the daughter of
Bailey's courage and
Fulton, Kentucky, Mrs. Warren
than they ever saw in their little during his long illness has been here. When Hunter winged his Fannie Hoimer and Harris Casey. vited to the services Sunday
Graham, R. F. D., No. 1, Fulton,
lives and their took to it like a an inspiration to his hundreds of way beck to the fighting fronts In her younger days she had been night
Impressive memorial services Ky.
robin takes to Spring. Fact is they friends in Fulton. His welfare has of Korea he no doubt went back a teacher and clerk at Ed Seay's
honoring the deceased members Crutchfield No,6—
came home with running noses been a deep concern to all who on a ticket issued by the "small 1-etail store.
of the Fulton Elks Lodge will be
from running in the snow, but we know and love him and the little world department."
held at
Jennings Kearby, Fulton, Ky.,
Services are
being
it.
of
held on Sunday, December 7 it Mrs. Neal Little, Crutchfield, Ky.
mout
just couldn't keep the
Bethlehem Church in Pilot Oak
birthday party Tuesday night was
was
up
announced
today.
going
The
public
fine
The weather was
Cayce No. 7—
today (Friday) at two o'clock
just another token of the esteem
is cordially invited to attend the
Johnsons Hold Open
but just as soon as we got there in Thich Bailey is held.
with burial there in, charge of
I. W. Hammonds, Cayce, Ky.,
services
at
the
club
home,
which
the
kids
accomodated
weather
the
Whitnel Funeral Home. Bro.
House Last Sunday
According to Postmaster Nath- will begin at 2:30 p. m. J. F. Dar- Mrs. Clara Carr, Cayce, Ky.
days.
two
Don
and
Kay
were
assisted
by
for
snow
steady
a
with
Nabors of the Nazarene Church an (Jack) Carter, the Post Office
Jordan No.8—
Wright and Mrs.
nell is exalted ruler of the orMr. and Mrs. Jess
distaff side of the Mrs. Hendon
Johnson, will conduct the services.
As for the
Dick Polsgrove, R. F. D. No. 4,
will remain open until 4 o'clock ganization.
West State Line, hell open house
household we'd like to make this Louis Weaks in serving.
Survivors of the deceased are
The complete program follows: Hickman, Ky., Mrs. Grace WillSunday, November 30, in obser- two cousins, Nat Casey and Ed in the afternoon on Saturday, beA Mississippi
little comment:
ginning this Saturday, December
wedding Casey of Pilot
Processional — "Largo" (Xerx- iams, R. F. D., No. 4, Union City,
vance of their fiftieth
bred gal just don't take to all that
Oak and other 6, until
Christmas in order to es), Handel.
Tenn.
anniversary.
snow. Our personal temperature
Tnn.
ins residing in Springfield, take care of the holiday rush.
. Opening Ceremonies, Exalted State Line No. 9—
was about ten above zero during
Guests called from two to five
Postmaster
Carter urges all Ruler and Officers.
C. A. Toombs, R. F. D., Hickthe whole visit, which matched
Sunday afternoon. For the occaspost office patrons to mail their
Quartet—"No Night
There", man, Ky., Mrs. M. E. Shaw, R. F.
the temperature outside.
ion Mrs. Johnson was dressed in a
packages early and to buy post- Danks. J. C. Sugg, Vyron Mitch- D., Hickman, Ky.
crepe afternoon dress with
Rev. L. R.. Still, Fulton chair- black
age in advance so as to avoid the ell, Elbert Johns, John Wilkey.
Roper Store No. 10—
us something
The visit show
yellow mums.
a
corsage
of
•r,.- March
of Dimes camrush period. lie reminds all perLodge Ceremonies, Officers and
Ernest Fields, Hickman, Ky.,
,
Bowline A*
beOdes
P Fields, Hieltmen, Ky.
House No. 11—
o
for e 1953 drive.
card
if
they
expect
the
cards
to
ron
Mitchell,
Tenor.
hard-working
Tom
Bradley,
Republicans. Yo know we were
Caldwell
and
Walter
John C. Bondurant, Hickman,
Mr. Whitnei an experienced pub- Mesdames
Oration, Carl M. Robbins.
24 years old before we ever laid
St. Louis, assist- manager of Fry's Shoe Store is be forwarded. Cards carrying
Ky., Dorothy Roper, Hickman,
lic relations expert will handle Jimmy Arry, of
Quartet—"One Sweetly Solemn Ky.
eyes on a'Republican, then here all publicity phases of
guests coffee up to his neck in shoes. He's also two- cent stamps will not insure
serving
the
ed
in
the drive
Thought", Ambrose.
in this year of 1952 there's land- and persons needing his advice and wedding cake from a beauti- pretty well snowed under with this service.
Clinton Street No. 11A—
Closing Ode—Lodge and ConComplete instructions on mailtable, beautiful store fixtures, window
slide of those folks. Understand and services are
dining
fully appointed
Ben
F. Bondurant, Hickman, Ky.,
asked
to
contact
gregation.
lighting
ing Christmas packages and mail
we don't mean hybrid-Republi- him either at his home or at the centered with a three-tiered wed- trimmings, handsome
Closing Ceremonies — T h e Mrs. Myrtle Bailey, Hickman, Ky.
up-to-the will be published in next week's
cans (Democrats for Eisenhower) Whitnel Funeral Home.
ding cake, iced in white and gold. and a score of other
County Barn No. 12—
Lodge.
we mean folks who have always
Many lovely gifts were received minute dressings, but he says that issue of the News.
F. L. Green, Sr., Hickman, Ky.,
Recessional — "Andante ReliRepublicans. They look
Rev. Still is busily making ar- by this couple and during the af- Saturday his doors will open for
been
Mrs. Clois Patterson, Hickman,
gioso," Thome.
pretty much like Democrats, but rangements for the 1953 drive in ternoon pictures were made of business. The store has been closAccompanist — Mrs. M. W. Ky.
ed following a fire which comthe city and is appointing com- Mr. and Mrs. Johnson.
they ain't
Craddock's Store No, 13—
Haws.
pletely destroyed the shoe store.
-nittees to handle all departments
Tom has been working furiously
Ted Roberts, Hickman, Ky.,
of the huge drive. Last year FulFirst Methodist Church
with the contractors and decoraMrs. Ted Roberts, Hickman, Ky.
Fulton, Kentucky
raised the largest
ton County
School
Health
tors all during that time to open
Mengel Lane 14—
sum ever secured for polio funds.
Carl M. Robbins, Minister
W. L. Holland, Superintendent Position Open
for business this week. This is
December 2, 1852 Ira Kane, industrial engineer for
(Allen King, deceased)
Mrs.
of
Fulton
City
Schools,
reported
opening, that's
not the formal
the Kentucky Utilities is county
According to John M. Henning- Clyde King, R. F. D., No. 3, HickEditor, Fulton County News
Thursday
morning
that
the
school
his
just to give
next week, its
chairman.
man,
Ky.
er,
Supervisor
of
the
Merit
SysFulton, Kentucky
Vaughn, 79, faithful customers an opportunity was broken into about ten o'clock tem, applications are being ac. Bondurant No. 15—
Mrs. Jessie Lee
Dear Sir:
Wednesday to do some early Christmas shop- Wednesday night. The High cepted until December 21 for the
died at 4 o'clock
Herbert Mikel, R. F. D. No. 3,
School Building was entered as
the ping this Saturday.
morning at her home in
This letter is to express the apHealth Co- Hickman, Ky., Mrs. El, F. Mikel,
was the Science Hall and Carr In- position of School
Working
extra
been
Tom
has
after
Community
Chestnut
Glade
preciation of the Methodists of
with the Kentucky R. F. D., No. 3, Hickman, Ky.
stitute. A small amount of money ordinator
a long illness. Her husband pre- hard for another reason . . . . to
the Paris District for your generSaasafrass Ridge No. 16—
was taken from the stamp box State Department of Health.
Scott
some
his
boss
William
give
weeks
death
three
ceded
her
in
recent
Applicants having qualificaous publicity during the
and Coca-Cola
machine, which
T. M. Conder, R. F. D. No. 3,
cheer
by
having
extra
Christmas
ago.
Mission
in
Evangelistic
United
was badly damaged by the in- tions to meet the requirements Hickman, Ky., Mrs. Kelty Conder,
store
open
the
big,
new
beautiful
be
conservices
are
to
Funeral
mailamounts
ever
largest
churches.
The
will be notified where to report R. F. D., No. 3
our
truders.
Hickman, Ky.
for an examination that will be
The Mission was a great success ed out in Christmas Club checks ducted this afternoon, Friday at as soon before Christmas as possiK. M. Winston, Principal, left held Saturday, December 27, at Madrid Bend No. 17—
Branch ble. William is confined to the
in every way and this is at least were sent to club members this 2 o'clock at the Sandy
in the building about 10 o'clock and 9:00 a. m.
Jewell Dickson, R. F. D. No. 2,
partly due to the fine news cov- week, Howard Shaw, cashier of'Church with Bro. Wade Perkins, Kennedy General Hospital
received from every the Fulton Bank announced to- officiating, assisted by Bro. Bunn Memphis, but he's been kept in- apparently the prowlers entered
will be given to Tiptonville, Tenn., Mrs. Dan
Preference
erage we
the
buildings
after
that
hour.
the
latest
development
Whitson,
formed
on
R. F. D. No. 2, Tipton.
day. A total of $32,000 was mail- Ross, of Union City with burial in
newspaper in the district.
those having experience in KenLake
tucky School Systems. The begin- yule, Tenn.
We appreciate so much the help ed, which is almost double the the church cemetery at Sandy at Fry's Shoe Store ,on
It's a Girl!
ning salary will be $4320.00 per Brownsville No. 20—
you gave us through your paper amount first sent out five years Branch under direction of Jack- Street.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Simon year. Application blanks may be
Cecil Barnett, R. F. D., No. 2,
in keeping people informed about ago. When the bank first install- son Bros. Funeral Home of Dukeare the proud parents of a nine secured from the Merit System Hickman, Ky., Mrs. John C. BarARRIVES HOME
the services and work of the Mis- ed the Christmas Club plan in dom.
born
three
sons,
ounce
daughter,
Survivors
include
pound
8
mailed
to
memhas
arrivnett,
$18,000
was
Mrs.
Jewell
McClain
R. F. D. No. 2, Hickman, Ky.
1947,
Office, Kentucky State Departsion.
Harvey Vaughn, Route 3, Mar- ed home from Madison, Wisc., and December 3 at the Fulton hos- ment of Health, 620 South Third
re- bers.
With gratitude and best
tin; Hoyt Vaughn of California
pital.
until spring.
Street, Louisville, Ky., or at your
gards, I am,
The bank is well pleased with and Fred Vaughan of Dresden; will remain here
Seven Candidates Take
Sincerely yours,
local health department.
the reception given the Christmas three daughters,
Mrs.
Opal
Shrine Initiation Rites
Carl M. Robbins
Club saving plan. "It is an easy, Pounds, Route 5, Fulton; Mrs.
District Chariman,
syptematic, weekly plan of savJerry
Hunter
Rites
Saturday night, Nov. 29, at 7:45
Van Brann of Memphis and Mrs.
Publicity and Promotion
ing", Mr. Shaw said. The new Hontas Moore of Fulton; three
the Marie Shrine No. 12 Order of
Held
On
Wednesday
club for next Christmas has al- brothers, five grandchildren and
the White Shrine of Jerusalem
ready been started. Persons inFuneral services for Jerry Hun- held an initiation in the Masonic
Dr. Crocker
four great grandchildren.
plan
are
saving
such
a
terested in
generation of at school so it was only natural ter, well known colored resident Hall in Paducah. Seven candiyounger
The
Arrives Here
invited to join the club, Mr. Shaw
holding that sooner or later he and Dave of South Fulton, who died Sunday dates received the Degrees of the
Browders is certainly
said.
Income Tax Forms
Dr. E. F. Crocker, of Milan,
their own with their illustrious Routh would get together to talk at his home on Dice Street ,after Order. Mrs. H. D. Stanfield and
conducted Miss Elizabeth 'Ward of Fulton
Tenn., arrived in Fulton Tuesday
ancestors and among the young things over. Sure enough while a long illness, were
Are Now Available
to assume the practice of Dr. Wal- Food To Be Price
fry to make the news this week is Jim was doing graduate work at Wednesday afternoon at 1:30 p. were among those initiated. FolFederal income tax forms to be James Browder son of Mr. and the University, he found himself in. at the Bell
Chapel
CME lowing the meeting refreshments
ter B. Grenell at Haws Memorial Of Show Admission
used for the filing of income re- Mrs. Robert Browder of near Ful- doing part-time work in the rate Church with Rev. Nichols offici- were served.
Hospital.
ceived in 1952 are available in ton. James, an employee of the and billing
department in our ating. Burial was in the Clinton
According to Louis (Nubbin)
Dr. Grenell has received orders
Cemetery.
Fulton the office of the Director of In- traffic department of the Super Knoxville terminal.
Fulton Citp Park
to report to the Naval Air Station Bizzle, manager of the
ternal Revenue, Room 34, Post Service Motor
Freight Co. of
James was ell He had many friends here, hay Committee
After graduation
at Millington, Tenn., Monday, Theatre, there will be a Saturday Office Building, Paducah, Ky.
Named
ing
been
employed
as
janitor
at
as
Nashville has been selected
transferred to the Nashville ofmorning show on December 20, at
December 8.
All attorneys, taxpayers and "ewer persenality.ef the, nagn.th_
for sev- TTiè
which time children will be ad- accountants are
Skies to work ..itt the traffic-de- the.ruffian.Womaba Club
TutionCitir
Council has
requested to Pro- y that company's monthly rhag- partment. Since coming to the eral years and also at the South named a
presenting a can of
mitted by
steering committee to
from the Padu- azine "Tandem Talk". He is marcure
their
forms
Fire Destroys Home
Fulton
School.
for
made
has
had
office in 1950, he
lead a
food. No charge will be
cah office instead of requistioning ried to the former Elwanda Buck, home
Surviving the deceased are his park, movement to acquire a city
Of Mr. Fred Collier
admission, but each person atman-size job of auditing G. B.
according to Mayor Smith
them from the office in Louisville. daughter of Mrs. Jewell Melton a
wife, Mathilda Hunter, and num- Atkins.
to
bring
rate
asked
customers
show
is
handling
tending
the
S/L,
a
Early last Friday morning
erous other relatives.
Fulton.
of
claims,
overcharge
goods.
quotations,
canned
The
committee is composed of
undertermined origin
fire of
Dr. Glenn Bushart, F. A. Homra,
The magazine had the follow- and auditing waybills. Jim helped
destroyed the fourcompletely
All canned goods received will Local Post To Have
company's
issue
the
compile
and
Football
Receives
Maxwell
say
of
James:
McDade, E. E. Williaming
to
room residence and contents of be used for distribution among Joint Christmas Party
son, Mrs. Horace
For November we have selected first routing guide and his per- Letter At Murray
Reams, Hugh
Fred Collier, located two miles the poor families of the city.
Rushton and Mrs. Ernest Fall, Jr.
According to an announcement James R. Browder, of the Nash- formed various other Traffic denorth of Fulton just off Highway
junior
at
MurMac
Bone,
Billy
duties.
partment
for
our
Muldepartment
Mayor
made
by
Mrs.
J.
G.
Traffic
Atkins
recently
ville
appointed
the comFire
Fulton
51. Even though the
Jim is also interested in the le- ray State Teachers College, re- mittee to act as representatives
lins, president, and Tolbert Dal- Super Personality of the month.
as- Sibley Rites Held
Department was called for
transportation ceived a football letter this past of the citizens in the matter. (See
James is a native Tennessean, gal side of the
las, Commander, a joint Christsistance, the fire had made such In Baton Rouge, La.
Editorial Page 3).
mas dinner and program and born and reared in a small town business because in Scpternber of week
headway that little could be done.
Funeral services for Mrs. Steve party will be held by the Ameri- in the western part of the state. this year he enrolled in the Y. M.
Ray Leiser and Bob Cloar were
Mr. and Mrs. Collier had jute Sibley, 66, who died Tuesday at can Legion and auxiliary of Mar- After the war James enrolled at C. A. night law 'school with the named as co-captains of next
IMPORTANT MEETING
moved into the house in the her home in Baton Rouge, La., shall Alexander Post No. 72 at the University of Tennessee. In intentions of
becoming a class year's Thoroughbred football
spring. Relatives of Mrs. Collier were conducted Thursday.
of
Chicago
Bernie
Behrendt
practitioner
foes'
team.
Tonight
at 7:30 members of the
the Post house, Friday, December August of 1949 he received the "A" I. C. C.
from Forth Worth, Texas were
Science degree for years from now. Our hats are off and Mac Catlett of Shelbyville, Fulton Country Club will hold a
p. in.
at
7:00
Bachelor
of
city,
19,
this
H.
Pond,
of
J.
Mrs.
of
and
all
home
:bating in the
to you Jim, keep up the good Ky., were co-captains for the sea- meeting at the Club House to disThere will be a Christmas tree his efforts there.
who is a sister of the deceased, atthe occupants were asleep when
cuss the by-laws.
son just ended.
Jim majored in transportation work.
and presents for everyone.
the funeral.
tended
out.
broke
the fire
Bailey Binford, popular tootball star at Fulton High, who was
stricken with polio in September,
will leave for Warm Springs,
Georgia this week-end. He will
take wth him the memory of the
loyalty of his friends and especimemory of a surprise
ally the
birthday party given him Tuesday night by more than 10 of his
Den Wright, his lifefriends.
long friend, and Miss Kay Cherry
were host land hostess for the ocPark
casion at Don's home on
Avenpe. There can be no doubt
was a complete
that the party
surprise to Bailey. He went over
to Don's around supper time and
was in sight on the
not a car
streets. After he was there a few
minutes, things started popping.

EPISCOPAL BISHOP
TO BE HERE SUNDAY

MISS LUCY CASEY
DIES ON THURSDAY
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PARTED MEMBERS
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FOR POLIO PUBLICITY
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e Always
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PROWLERS ENTER
SCHOOL BUILDING

92,000 MAILED
CLUB MEMBERS

$29.95
all sizes, up
$15.95.
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JAMES BROWDER IS 'SUPER PERSONALITY'
Of NASHVILLE MOTOR FREIGHT COMPANY
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es in mahogt frames, from
Lind, SouthBiddle
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FRY'S SHOE,STORE

MRS.J. L. VAUGHN
DIES ON WEDNESDAY

•
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Number Forty-Nine

All Democrat Voters Urged To Attend
Precinct Meetings To Be Held Saturday

STRICTLY BUSINESS

ly lasFeettars

e

Leiters To The Editors

•
Wyatt, Graft's A Grafton
to be the sole answer in solving
Law Offices
the various
probluel of world
LeshwIlle 2, Ky.
conditions. It is my opinion that
Novemb
This Saturday December 6 and next Sater
28,
1952
these
conditions existing in the
meetings. In that manner a voter assumes the
Dear Jo:
urday December 13 the Democrats of Fulton
world today are in fulfillment of
right to sanction or condemn the action of his
the
appreci
I
prophec
County will have an opportunity to have a
ate
ies recorded in the Bime
marked copy of
chairman if he has taken a personal interest in
the Fulton County News of Nov- ble at the 24th chapter of Matvoice in their party when a complete reorganihis selection.
ember 14, and I thoroughly en- thew, the 13th chapter of Mark,
zation of the group is planned. Too long have
We like very much the comments made
joyed both Mr. Browder's letter and the 21st
chapter of Luke.
the voters in this county by-passed the priviby the Courier-Journal on the subject. It said
to you and your personality-plus These conditions were stated by
lege of taking part in the county organization,
reply.
in its issue of December 2, the following:
our Lord in answer to the quesmainly because the meetings have not been
Governor Stevenson and I were tion by the disciples: "When will
"Many people who are seriously interestgiven sufficient publicity prior to the time for
both proud to count your paper these things be, and what will be
ed in their government would take an active
them to be held. The meeting this Saturday
among the ones which supported the sign of the consummation of
part
politics
in
were
not
it
such
seemin
a
gly
will be to select precinct committeemen to athis candidacy. It is great to know this system of things?"
mysterious orperation. The fear that in order
that twenty-seven million voters
tend the county-wide meeting to be held in
In view of these facts, man is
influen
to
ce
the
selecti
of
on
party
officers
feel
as you and I do about Adis.' helpless or totally
and
Hickman in December 13, at which time a
unable to remcandida
tes
a
person
must
Stevens
serve
on.
Certainly
for years withhe has edy this situation. Many feel tocounty chairman will be elected.
in the party organization and become part of
emerged a truly great figure on day that
the Bible is an oldNot many people realize the importance
the American scene today.
a business which they consider sordid if not
fashioned book
or the power of the county executive commitAnd we were at the right Con- ely a legend ... that it * merdishonest
which in contradictee. It can do many things concerning elecvention — and • will be there tory and
impractical for
"They are wrong. Actually, it is very easy
our
tions, appointments and other things and as
again, four years from now! times. Still, the Bible holds the
to "get into politics" and to have a voice in
With best regards,
an example we cite the case of Voorhies Grereal answer at Matthews, 6:9-10;
party matters. Political amateurs who enjoyCordially,
gory. Mr. Gregory, a brother of the present
"Our Father who art in heaven,
ed their first taste of political action during
Wilson W. Wyatt,
incumbent Congressman Noble Gregory was
Hallowed be thy
name. Thy
the recent presidential campaign can get into
Personal Campaign Manager
elected as the Democratic nominee for ConKingdom come. Thy will be done,
politics
for
Adlai
this
Stevens
Saturd
on.
ay
afterno
on.
The
Demoas
heaven
in
gress in the Democratic primary of 1932. That
, so on earth."(ASV)
Mrs. Paul Westpheling
cratic Party isreorganizing in Kentucky, and
Analyzing this prayer, prayed in
year in October he died and the chairman of
Fulton County News
new party officers, from precinct captains to
many
of
our
churches throughout
the various county Democratic committee in
Fulton, Kentucky.
district and state committeemen, will be electhe nation last Sunday, it is found
the district met and named his successor, his
WWW/kh
that
ted
when
in
the
this
next
kingdom, which,
two weeks by Democrats who
brother. The present Congressman. was sub'It's jest whet you need is your feciosses
incidentally, is the main theme of
are interested enough to take part in the elecbow
sequently elected in the November elections
G. M. PEDLEY
the Bible, is completely establisheasy it weshar
tions.
102 Locust Street
of that year.
ed, then God's will will be done
"Meetings will be held in each precinct at
Princet
on,
Kentuc
ky
on this earth, "which will abide
For some unknown reason there has been
2 p. m. Saturday for the election of precinct ofNov.
30, 1932 forever." (Ecc. 1: 4)
an air of mystery concerning the meetings of
ficers. District committeemen will be chosen
Dear Friends:
the Fulton county committee, which must be
Furthermore, in
view of the
Unless you have a better piece
by the precinct officers on the following SatFrom The Files:
named each four years following a president(Milton School Story) which •I scripture at Daniel 2:44, which
urday. Precinct meetings will be held in prestates,
"And
in
the
ial election. We do not believe the mystery has
days of these
doubt! I would respectfully sugcinct voting places. Any registered Democrat
been intended, just a normal by-product of the
gest this be entered in one of the kings shall the God of heaven set
may attend, vote and be elected.
up
a
kingdo
m,
which
shall never
ICPA contests. What r mean, it
disinterest shown by the voters in the selection
"If you were a Volunbeer-for-Stevenson,
was everything. . . human inter- be destroyed; and the kingdom
of their county leaders.
or just a voter who is interested in the Demoshall not be left to other people, .
est, pathos. lively
phraseology
This year we hope that things will be
cratic Party, here is an opportunity for you
and wide appeal. I consider this but it shall break in pieces and
25 YEARS AGO (Dee. 16, 1927):
different. We hope that many voters will atto the movie.
consume all these kingdoms, and
and other amateurs within your precinct to
the best
possible
Mrs. Sarah B. Atteberry died I am hardly fit for a tip, but—
community
tend the meetings held in the precincts, which
continue your influence-in politics and to imjournalism and it should make it shall stand forever. Therefore
early Wednesday morning at the
bet
eve
are usually held at the polling places in the
me,
when
I go to
it is my opinion that it is definiteprove the quality and service of your party.
you and
your
paper a lot of
home of her daughter, Mrs. Lon
church on Sunday,
precincts. At that time a precinct chairman
friends; not necessarily just this ly impossible for men to try to
On Saturday afternoon at two o'clock, go to
Jones, 414 Jackson Street. Mrs. I am considered some Money!
will be selected who will have the power to
single example of the way you go establish perfect government on
the place where you voted on November 4.
Atteberry
was a
consecrated
vote for the Democratic county chairman. Perabout editing your paper, but the
Christi
You or any of your friends are eligible for
an esteemed and loved by
The dream of a bridge over the
hisown
It is 'true that our rulers do
overall modus operandi.
sonally, because we think it good citizenship,
all who knew her. Funeral serv- Mississippi River at Hickma apnomination and election to precinct office. It
n
In my travels, visiting the com- pray for God's help, but how can
we hope many voters will attend the precinct
ices were
conducted at Cayce, proached reality this week with
will prove an interesting experience."
munity newspaper folk, I do not they receive this, since the Bible
with burial in the cemetery there. the granting of
franchises for
find much of this type of writing, emphatically
states that
this
such a span to E M. Elliott and
alas.
And very little of the blythe world is lying in the power of the
Water Valley, Ky., was host to Associates of Chicago.
group appointed represents a good cross-s
and
evil
one.
(I John 7:19). Also, the
confident spirit which was so
ec1,500 visitors last Friday, when
tion of population and what is more a residen
manifest when I barged in upon scripture at James 4: 3, 4, and
t
they gathered to celebrate
the
Mr. and Mrs.
Boyd Puckett
of South Fulton and two businessmen who
Rev.
you,
11:
at
18
the
applies as well.
worst possible time of
opening of the southern-end of spent Saturday night and
Sunhave their firms located in Tennessee, are
All men naturally want life. As
the week.
Highway No. 45, which was com- day with her mother, Mrs.
on
Lon
the committee. Mrs. Horace Reams lives
Now I am'wishing I had been I see it this can be obtained only
pleted recently. The occasion was Morgan.
on
able 20 years ago to travel to through the provision of God's
the outskirts of South Fulton. Hugh Rushto
sponsored by the Lions' Club of
n
each of the offices and shops get- kingdom on the earth. And who and Gene Williamson operate businesses
Fulton and Mayfield
President-elect Eisenhower has completed
The following are the,characters
in
ting out newspapers in Kentucky. has a better right to establish a
The ladies of Water Valley pre- in the Beelerton
South Fulton. This fact will lend added
the selection of his cabinet, and has named a
High School
imI surely could have saved a lot of kingdom than the supreme sovpared a delightful lunch at the Senior play, "Mary's Castle
portance to the problem of working out an
Democrat as Secretary of Labor. Martin P.
in the
arwasted effort, some mistakes; and ereign of the universe, Jehovah?
noon hour with a nominal charge Air.": Alma
rangement whereby the residents of
Bushart
Durkin, an A. F. L. leader voted for Adlai
,
Hugo
maybe some money. I regret to Psalms 83: 18 and
South
Exodus 6:3.
for the visitors, and every mer- Wright, Nell
Fulton, Tennessee will have
Wright
,
Ima
Fite,
Stevenson for President. He is general presisay I find about as few top news- (King James Version)
representation
chant and
citizen of the town Harry Bushart, Obert Bushart,
on the committee.
dent of the United Association of Journeymen
papers
It has been said by misinformin our State as yours now
made all visitors welcome.
Royal Bennett, Willie Clair Bail,Other members of the
as there were in 1930, when I first ed critics and
and Apprentices of the PlUmbing and Pike
minority groups,
committee are:
e't
ey, Margaret Foy, Paul Fite, and
Foad
edited
that
Homra,
the Jehovah's Witnesses are
a weekly. And thiik despite
Dr. Glynn Bushart, Maxwell McFitting Industry of the United States and CanMr. Gleveland Butts has opened Pauline Brown.
the
not
fact
popular
Dade
that
and Mrs. Ernest Fall, Jr.'
. In reply to that narmany bright young
ada.
the Amco Feed Stone on Walnut
folk have -come into the Fourth row-minded point of view, I will
All persons named to the committee have
Street, and will carry Amco Open
Frankly the appointment of a Democrat
The following made the highest
Estate,
say
right
replaci
here and now, that I
ng
printer-publishFormula Feeds. Mr. 0. C. Croft, a grades last week: Hugh
long records of community service. Each
to Eisenhower's cabinet is a complete surprise
one
Wright,
ers of little or no vision
don't especially care whether I
well-known Fulton man will be senior; Lowell Weathe
has done work in all phases of civic improv
and
to us, as it was to Mr. Durkin. It was a pleasant
rspoon,
eknowledge of ethics. Or maybe I am popular or not.
in charge of the store at all times. junior; and Margare
ment and each knows the problems facing
surpripe however to know that the Presidenttte Walker,
am merely billions.
If the requirements of popularjaoth the committee and the Council
freshm
an.
elect intends to repay in some small measure
Hoping it is
in workotherwise with ity are that one must possess a
The Dresden road was finishing
out
financi
al
the mAlions of Democrats who bolted their
you, and that your pre-Christmas complete
arrangements to secure the
disregard for
ed this week and opened to trafGod's
S. N. Matthews, died Sunday
park.
party to elect him
advertising is heavy.
Word in the Bible, then I guess
because "a change was
fic. The Fulton-Mayfield-Padu
afterno
on
at
his
home
on
Vine
The
I will just have to chose to be
News thinks that the Council has usGracean M. Pedley.
needed.''
cah highway was also completed Street.
ed wise judgment in the selection of its
un-popular.
As each day brings Eisenhower closer to
within the past few days and the
steerThe
funeral
service
were
s
held
Very truly yours,
ing committee. If a City Park is anywhe
Fulton, Kentucky
Dresden road gives access from Tuesday afternoon
the difficult task of assuming full responsibilire
at
o'clock
2
at
Raymond Clark
Dec. 1, 1952
within the realms of possibility for Fulton
Cairo and
Paducah to the Jeff the home with Rev. C. J. Camron
ty of the job to which he has been elected we
and
This
contrib
Route
ution to your "LetDavis highway at Union City and of Memphis
South Fulton we know that this committee,
keep hearing a petition from the Democrat
and Rev. H. B.
toters
To
The
Fulton,
Kentuc
Editor" column has
No. ky
the
State
gether
highwa
with
y
from
the
Vaught
Union
City
, conducting the services.
who voted for Republican Eisenhower: It goes
Council will bring it
no direct bearing on our recent
City to Nashville.
about.
Burial followed in the Fairview
something like this:
presidential election. I agree that
cemetery.
"Whither goest I, beloved
it was time for a change in WashRepublican
Some Money!
He is survived by his wife, a
President, the Democrat who voted for thee.
ington, and now that the election
I
am
twenty-five cents.
son,
Serom
Clarenc
Mathew
nette
e
s, Fulton;
of the Week - is over, the
willst thou greet me with open arms when
choice which the
tlITS HERE
I am not on speaking terms with an-1 a daughte
r, Mrs. John Payne,
American people have made will The Sensati
comingst I for thou patronage or willst thou
the butcher.
onal New Invention
near Gibbs, Tenn., and several
undoubtedly prove for the better.
I am too small to buy a quart of
want proof of my ballot. Canst I hear in the
HISTORY TEACHES: NO GOD, NO
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
grandchildren.
However, in taking the world No Belts
ice
cream.
wilderness thou cold, cold heart which sayeth
— No Straps — No
CIVILIZATION
He was a
member of Shady
as a whole, and viewing the
I am not large enough to
re.... go, go into the hinterlands and await thee
Odors.
(By Phillip J. Cunningham)
Grove Methodist Church and had
cord of the efforts which
purchas
mane
a
box
Approv
of
ed by Doctors — The
candy.
the coming of the campaign four years hence.
FIFTEEN HUNDRED YEARS AGO
many friends who will be grieved
kind has made down through the
the
I
am
too
small
to
World's
buy
a ticket
Most Comfortable
at his death.
greatest thinker of that time scanned
For it is written, dear Democrat, this is the
ages to establish perfect govern
a world
Truss.
in its death struggle. He witness
truth of politics, for whomsoever shall have
ments, it appears that many
ed the fall of
peothe world's greatest civilization. St.
ple look to-the outcome of electhe stupidity to leave their party, thence shall
Augustine
CITY DRUG CO.
tions, or- whatever means
come the truth that political patronage is for
searched for the reason behind this
they 408 Lake
catastroDick Oberlin:
St.
have in—forming a govern
Fulton
phe. He knew the struggle was more
them whiL.
art in power. And again I say to
ment,
than one
you, to those who have wanted the change I
between Roman and Barbarian. He found
his
have fulfilled my duty in the cabinet, if there
answer in the heart of man.
be cruet's from the bountiful table of patron"Two loves," he
wrote, "founded two
age I shill spree-a-them among you, but hear
cities: the one founded by the love of
self carye dear Democrats for Eisenhower, famine has
ried even to the contempt of God:
Since the energetic Communist mind - are se.‘rving to ceat...:
the other,
no patronage hunger like a Republican in exile
founded by the love of God carried
journalists of the United Socialist
even to
Yet in the face of this human
for twenty years."
the contempt of self." The City of
Soviet Republics have "exposed"
God and the
0
two great American sports, "Beiz- misery—whim our Great Leader
City of Pride.
Josef Stalin never would tolerate
bol" and "futbol" as
horrible,
LOVE UNITES, and love divides.
Those
brutal spectacles we should ex- —the plutocratic detestable U. S.
who love the same things are close.
Those who
of
pect any day now, the following upper classes make a game
love different things are by that
throwing the bull.
very fact
story from Pravda:
pulled apart.
Our
reporte
rs
on the scene say
Moscow, Dec. — (CP) — CitiThose who love only themselves can
never
zens of the glorious Soviet Union it is indeed an awesome sight to
be united, for their selfishness
see
the
Ruling
Classes of the
draws them ashould be happy they lice in an
way from everyone. But those
At its regular monthly meeting on Monenlightened nation instead of a United States throw the bull. Afwho love God,
and each other because of Him,
day night the Fulton City Council appointed a
barbaric, uncivilized, boorish ter the poor beast is battered and
are drawn into
ever closer union.
place like the capitalistic, decad- bloody it is destroyed, consigned
SWEATERS
steering committee to work out plans for seto a garbage heap or
.
lin incineraTHel LOVE OF SELF is still at
ent United States of America.
curing a City Park for this community. The
evork. This
tor.
self-love forms a city compos
Our enterprising, fearless roed of men who
These callous, contemptable
only for themselves. They never
Send us your favorite
porters on the American continTHE FULTON COUNTY NEWS live
know
real
peace, but only moments of
ent have with incomparable dar- persons would never, of course,
Post Office Box 485
sweater - - we'll clean it
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equilib
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think
of
handin
g
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in struggle to get more and
ing and matchless socialist bravto
more for themreally C-L-E-A-N! No
R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING,
ery uncovered another bloody, the millions of homeless, starvselves.
ing Workers in the United States,
Editors and Publishers.
shrinkage o r stretching.
brutal
U. S. pastime.
Yet, for the men of the City of
the Workers who at gun point
God, peace
This
wide-spread American
A member of the Kentucky-Press Association.
Our sperior cleaning methis inevitable: as their love
for God grows, so
sport (among the sodden, mater- and with whips are compelled to
does
their
join
love
ods and experienced craftsthe military forces to further
for one another.
A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau.
ialist, Wall Street war-mongers)
OUR WORLD TOO ie a divided
manship combine to assure
is known as' "throwing of the the diabolic plan for world conworld, a
Subscription Rates: $2.50 per year in Fulton,
quest of the Wall Street warworld in titanic struggle. But
bull."
we
must
you satisfaction of service
not look
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
monger
s.
upon it as merely the struggl
While
millions of their own
and Weakley Counties, Tenn.; Elsewhere
e between Comand moderate prices.
Pravda's brave reporters in the
munism and Democracy. The
people are without proper cloththroughout the United States. $3.00 per year.
conflict is still
between the Two Cities.
ing ch. food or shelter, these tools United States have exposed three
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of
international
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what
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the United States postal act of March, 1879.
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This is not true. Those who
love God and who
world, the glorious
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Workers of
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have faith in Him are the
only ones who can
Our statistics are from the most the World Paradise, on ho* U. S.
really love man.
There is . . . nothing that keeps the heart
recent U. S. government release, diplomats are
taught a special
It the City of God fails, then
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
which declares that one third of game, called "Tiddley-Winkey,"
nothing
else
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
can resist the disintegrating
the nation is iU-fed, Ill housed by which they learn to "wink" at
effect of the City
cause—Anonymous.
of Pride. Soon our civiliza
and ill-clothed. There are a puny solemn promises made to other
tion so dearly won,
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in the days of these
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You can't mar its
matchless beauty

TORE
HERE
al New Invention
's "MD" Truss
No Straps — No
ors.
Doctors — The
st comfortable

RUG CO.
Fatten
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ing nurses' training in Memphis
spent the holidays with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Ammons.
Misses Helen and
Mary Ann
Simpson and Miss Virginia Harris
were in Paducah, Ky., shopping
Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Allie B. Cloys and
family of Miltan, Tenn., were
Sunday guests of Mrs. Ruth Cloys.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Davis of
Fulton were
Sunday guests of
Mrs. Ora Oliver Sunday.
, Mrs. Chester Wade and sons,
Kenny and Andy, spent the holiddays with relatives in Memphis,
Tenn.
Mrs. Daisie Bondurant and
Clarice attended the LawsonWorkman wedding in Hickman,
Ky., Saturday afternoon.
,...••••••

Friday, Dec. 6, 1962
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

When
we recognize man's
spiritual being, we.shall understand God's creation in all its perfection. This will be brought out
in all Christian Science services
next Sunday. Subject of the Lesson-Sermon is
"God the only
Cause and Creator."
Selection from
the Bible include the following verse from
Isaiah 40:18: "To whom then will
ye liken God? or what likeness
will ye compare unto him?"
Phone 470 ;,ir Job Printing

Beware Coughs
From Common Colds
That HANG ON

Oodosakdon relieves promptly because
It goes Imo the bronchial system so
help looms and expel germ laden
phlegm sad aid nature to soothe end
Leading Brands in Popular, Reli- heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
gious, Hillbilly, Rhythm, Dews. aattabriaial. Guaranteed to please you
or money refunded. Creornulsion hes
CITY ELECTRIC
stood the test of millions of amt.
205 Commercial
Phone 401

LATEST RECORDS

CREOM ULSION
•

_Presenting

k000is
Guaranteed*
Washable'
•
*Tests hove shown that Super
Kern-Tone will withstand re.
peated washing with usefik
household cleaners withoet
impairing its beauty.

ruly yours,
ond Clark
to No. 1
, Kentucky
.11110=,

A poem, "Ps Lle Worth Living"
always better to prevent a seriwas read by Mrs. Fred Bondurous illness whenever possible.
ant. The roll was called an ansIf you have a cold it is just
wered by a household hint. Mrs.
good sense to stay away from peoMcLeod, home demonstration
ple and avoid spreading the inagent, led the group in discussWELFARE WORKERS CLUB
fection, and to get plenty of rest
t
ing
4-H
Club
work and the new
MEETS IN FINCH HOME
in bed if possible.
'project at Dawson Springs.
COLDS MAY CAUSE OTHER
FOR MONTHLY MEETING
SERIOUS
AILMENTS
Mrs. L. C. Brown and
Mrs.
The Welfare
Workers Home Eirnest Caldwell led the group in
CAYCE NEWS
"Study shows that most people
Demonstration
Club held their demonstrating pattern alternation
Clarice Bondurant
or
have
more
two
colds
a
year,
November meeting in the home to perfection. Good fit is ImportThe Christian Service Society
lasting
snout
each
two
weeks and of the Cayce Methodist Church
of Mrs. Ruth Finch with
Mrs. ant to comfort and appearance.
causing a considerable amount of
Guy Finch as co-hostess.
All women
desire well fitting
met Monday evening at the home
discomfort,"
said
Dr.
J.
F. Har- of Mrs. Chester Wade.
Mrs. Will McDade, president, and comfortable clothes.
rell,
County
Health
Officer.
called the meeting to order, and
Mrs. Gibson gave a very interRev. and Mrs. Daniel and chilThe danger of a common cold
Mrs. Roy Watts gave the devot- esting 'lesson on seasonal landdren spent Thanksgiving holidays
ional. Roll was called and each scaping. Charcoal will keep wa- lies mainly in the other infections with relatives in Memphis, Tenn.
that may follow. A cold lessens
answered with a home improve- ter sweet in bulbs.
Mrs. Clara Carr had the misresistance and is likely to pave
ment they had made during the
fortune to fall and break her
The reading lesson as prepared the way for other
more serious wrist one day last
year.
week. We wish
by Mrs. C. M. Reynolds was giv- respriatory ailments.
During the business session, a en by Mrs.
for her a speedy recovery.
H.
donation was made to the speech Rogers Clark Q. Butler. George
Sinuitis,
ear Infections, bronMr. and Mrs. Cecil Cruce and
and Daniel Boone
and hearing clinic. Mrs. Brooks contributed
endlessly to the set- chitis, and various forms of pneu- Donna of Milan, Tenn., were
Oliver gave a report on the last tlement Of
monia are frequently ushered in Thanksgiving guests of Mr and
county council meeting. Plans frontiersmen Kentucky. Early by a cold. Pneumonia, oarticular- Mrs. J. J. Cruce and Mrs. Ella
suffered much in
were-made for a number of mem- their determination
to push west. ly, is likely to attack a person Holly.
bers to attend the Achievement
who is overtired or rundown beMr. and Mrs. Wilmer Cruce and
A
delicious
pot-luck
luncheon cause bf a severe cold.
Day Luncheon which will be held
sons of Paducah, Ky., spent
was
enjoyed
at
the
noon
hour.
on December 4 at the Greystone
Fortimately, many of the res- Thanksgiving with Mr. and Mrs.
The four visitors, Mrs. J. U. Mc- priatory diseases
Hotel in Paris, Term.
are
not as J. J. Cruce.
Officers for the coming year Kendree, Mrs. Curtis Craven, dangerous as
they used to be.
Mr. and Mrs. Almus Wall and
Mrs.
Ernest
Caldwell,
and
Mrs. Modern infection-fighting drugs, Harold Hampton spent Thankswere elected as follows:
Mrs.
Halford
Milstead
joined
the
club. such as penicillin and sulfa, offer giving Day
Ruth Finch, president; Mrs. Lorwith Mr. and Mrs.
enzo Palmer, vice-president; Mrs. The December meeting will be highly
effective
treatment of Jim Ammons.
Harry Watts, secretary; and Mrs. with Mrs. Sam Jones.
many cases. But, of course, it is
Miss Sue Ammons who is taksecretary
Guy Finch, assistant
and treasurer.
After a delicious luncheon, Miss
Odom, displayed various suggestions for Christmas gifts, such as
aprons, scuffs, pot holders place
mats, etc., and
distributed patterns for some. She also demonstrated etching of glass sed the
craft leader gave a demonstration
of stenciling.
The club then enjoyed an auction sale made up of home prepared articles.
The following visitors were
present: Mrs. A. F. Phillips, Mrs.
Sam Campbell, Mrs. Larry Beadles, Mrs. Jonakin, Mrs. Pond and
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Warren.
New sunshine
names
were
drawn and the meeting adjourned
to meet December 16 at 7 o'clock
at the One and All Club house
with Mrs. Harold
Muzzall as
hostess.

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE (0

THE GREAT NEW 1953

CAYCE W. S. C. S.
MET LAST MONDAY
AT WADE HOME
The WSCS of the Cayce Methodist Church met Monday night
November 24 in the home of Mrs.
Chester Wade. Eighteen members
and four visitors, Mrs. Charles
Linder, Mrs. Joe Campbell, Mrs.
Johnnie Stayton, Mrs. Joe Alexander were present.
The regular monthly program
was carried out. Those taking
parts. were: Mrs. Margaret WorkmatcirMrs. Frank Daniels, Mrs.
Wilson Fowler, Mrs. James McMurry, Miss Eva Johnson.
After the i-egular business session the group was dismissed to
meet in December
Mrs.
with
Maurice Bondurant.
The hostess served a delicious
salad plate and Coca-Colas during the social hour.
FULTON HOMEMAKERS
MEET IN LAWRs..
-NCE
HOME WEDNESDAY
The Fulton Homemakers Club
met last Wednesday, November
28, for their monthly
meeting
with Mrs. J. H. Lawrence at her
home.
The devotional was given by
Mrs. Hattie Gibson from Psalms.

DUAL-sintuFAKPottlitiC
* COMPLETELY NEW DUAL-STREAK S
- TYLING
* NEW LONGER WHEELBASE
* LONGER, LOVELIER, ROOMIER BODIES
* PONTIAC'S WONDERFUL NEW POWER STEERING*
* NEW ONE-PIECE WINDSHIELD—WRAP-AROUND REAR WINDOW
* SPECTACULAR NEW OVER-ALL PERFORMANCE

W.trdt.finer eft than

IIOND&LILLARD
BRAND

-FINE

KENTUCKY

WHISKEY
,;
ev
.i4TC*

enmicey IMMO

RINTUCTY !MANN/

WWSKET

BOVISON WIIISKET

A GENERAL MOTORS MASTERPIECE!

SEE THIS NEW DUAL-STREAK BEAUTY IN OUR SHOWROOMS TOMORROW!
More New Fentarea Proving That Dollar tor Dollar Von Can't Drat a Pontiac!
• New C,eastertleaster Bide
• New Runty Cress-Country Luggage Compartment
• New Parking and Steerlag Rase
• New eleepel• Rear Seat fumbles*
• New Panorama-View Instriument!wool • New Carve-Control Front Wheel linapenalen
• New Color Harmony Inside and Oat
• New Ealay-Full Band Brake

kee.

• New Coneentrie Gear Shift Lever

• Groat Eeouendzer Rear Azle

• New Hey-Quit& Aatomatle Starting

• Tear Melee of Pontiac's Two Groot Fewer Flaunts

Here, in the greatest Pontiac ever built, is the
finest, most beautiful, most luxurious car that
can be built at a price so close to the lowest. The
new 1953 Dual-Streak Pontiac is completely
restyled, inside and out. And it has Pontiac's
traditional dependability, and economy. Come
In for dramatic proof that dollar for dollar you
can't beat a Pontiac!
sot.,#,..# at wore cow.

BURKS PONTIAC COMPANY
GE R

11
‘ _1!)ittale Ma ennui, MIMI* WWI 1101•ADIV
KM"Waal•111111 WOO a MAUI Ca,lailtillitak ILL

411# and Depot Streeto

Panes. Ey.

•9

WORTHY GRAND MATRON,OES, MAKES
INSPECTION TOUR Of.LOCAL GROUP
Tuesday, Nov. 25 the Masonic
Hall in Fulton was a very busy
place. Preparations
were made
for the annual inspection of the
0. E. S. by the Worthy
Grand
Matron, Order of the Eastern Star
in Kentucky. The Fulton and
Hickman Chapters held a joint in-

spection..
At 6 p. m. a banquet honoring
all Grand Officers, was held in
the Rose Room of Smith's Cafe.
The tables were attractively decorated with
fruit, candles and
magnolia leaves. The Worthy
Grand Matron was presented a
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ALL GOOD or DAWN

Miss Jean Holland and Charles William Fenwick
Married In Brilliant Ceremony At St. Edward's
(Agatha Voelpel)

The altar was beautifully decorated with
bouquets of giant
In a nuptial high mass with a white and
yellow chrysanthemsingle ring ceremony, Miss Jean ums. Twin basket
s were placed
Holland, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. at either side
of the altar steps.
William L. Holland of Fulton, beThe beautiful young bride wore
came the bride of Charles W.Fenwick, son of Mrs. Nettie Fenwick an exquisite Joel wedding gown
Come See at A & P
Hicks of Water Valley and the of crystalline nylon illusion made
late Mr. Fenwick on
Saturday over white slipper satin. The
morning, November 29, 1952 at skirt worn over hoops developed
DOTTY'S GIFT "Timis
St. Edward's
Beechnut
Catholic Church. into a billowy train; long laceThe Rev. Leonard Reicz solemniz- edged illusion mitts formed points
BAB
Y FOOD
ed the
mass, assisted by the over the hands. She wore a single
STRAINED
strand of
Newly *rifted ...
church organist and choir.
pearls, a gift of the
groom, and carried a prayer book
Exciting, Gay
4 3/4-0s. Glass
topped with a white orchid showCostume Jewelry.
corsage of red, white and
CHOPPED
blue
ered with satin ribbons.
A "must" on Suits,
flowers, these being her colors
7
1/2 Glass
Dresses-Coats
for the year. Mr. George Moore
The maid ae
honor,
Miss
and Sportswear.
acted as master of ceremonies and Frances Jean
Cereal, 8-0x. 18c
a
rrell, a cousin of
introduced all honored
500 to choose from.
the brides-maid,
guests. the groom,
Mr. Paul Hornbeak sang a beauti- Miss Martha
e
Holland, the
Star Kist
BY CORO
ful song, "Just For Today", ac- bride's sister, wore identical forTUNA FISH
companied at the piano by Mrs. mal frocks of faille taffeta designEdward Benedict, Jr., Mrs. Bene- ed with camisole
Chunk Style
neckline and
dict also rendered several piano gathered skirts. Their headdresses
+ Rhinestones
selections preceding the banquet. and long mitts were of matching
White
A very delicious dinner was en- nylon net and they carried arm
7-0z. Can
joyed by all present
bouquets of roses. The maid of
+ Pearls
At 7:30 a large crowd gathered honor wore fushia
with yellow
Peter Pan
in the Masonic Hall for the in- roses and the
bridesmaid wore
▪ Heraldics
spection. The Hall and reception segue with pink roses.
PEANUT BUTTER
room was decorated with greenDainty little Kathy Cash, the
12-0z.
370
ery, chrysanthemums, and red
in Necklaces...
flower girl
wore a full length
roses. The rose is the Grand MaGlas
s
white taffeta frock with full net
tron's flower. The Flag, her Emskirt. She carried a nosegay of
Pins... Bracelets
blem. The bookcase held a centerpink and yellow rosebuds tied
Mazola
piece of Flags. Mrs. J. W. Newwith pastel ribbons.
som and Mrs. Virgil Davis preOIL
Howard Cash, the groom's cousided at the register table.
sin was best man. Connie Cash,
The Fulton Chapter had charge
Pt
'
another cousin, was groomsman.
of the opening
ceremonies and
balloting. Mrs. George Moore, The ushers were: Irvin Cash and
Worthy Matron presided over the Allard Cash. Young Irvin Cash
Lachoy
meeting. The meeting opened in was ring bearer.
CHO
P SUEY
For
her
daughter's
the usual manner and the Flag
wedding,
Vegetables
of the United States was present- Mrs. Holland wore an afterdoon
ed and the Pledge of Allegiance frock of peacock
tissue faille
1-Lb.
given. One petition was read and fashioned along
tailored lines.
Her
white
velvet
Can
an investigating committee
Plus Tax
hat
was trimappointed' One candidate, Miss Jane med in sequins and her other acNewson, was balloted on and ap- cessories were black velvet. She
Underwood
proved to receive the degree of wore a corsage of yellow roses.
DEVILED HAM
Mrs. Hicks, the groom's mother
the Order.
purple
tweed
Mrs. Edith Wachtman, Worthy chose a suit of
214-0z.
V
1Q
(
Grand Matron of Kentucky was faille. Her hat was of pale pink
felt
and she wore a corsage of
Can
then presented, escorted to the
pink
roses.
East and given
Grand Honors.
Following the ceremony a receOther distinguished guests intro •
WOODBURYS
ption
was held at the Fulton Woduced were, Mrs. Laura Gideon,
man's
Club.
Candle
Facial Soap
s and silvered
Past Worthy Grand Matron, Mrs.
V
J. C. Williams, Associate Grand magnolia leaves were used in decV
oration
.
The
bride's
table,
draped Beg
Conductress, Mrs. Mary Austin,
'
Bath
V
Size
Grand Committee Member, Mrs. in a cutwork cloth, was centered Size
V
with
a
beautif
ul
tiered
weddin
g
Frances Churchill, District
De- cake, topped
SEE DOTTY'S XMAS WINDOWS
with
a
miniat
ure
puty Grand Matron and Mr. C. A.
SWIFTS MEATS
#11107OXIMMX130710/071,1111701111=7.11/170707070111174.7
07/11/17011/11/40111411111 Stephens, District Deputy Grand bride and groom. White candles
burned in cry 1,holders.
For Babies
Assisting at e reception were STRAINED
Miss Nam H
d; Miss Wanda
1/2-0z. Can
Holland, Mrs. iliie Ayers, Mrs.
gd Elliott and iss Alma Phillips. JUNIOR
Early in the afternoon, Mr. and
Mrs. Fenwick left for a wedding 3 1/2-0z. Can
trip to Florida after which they
will be at home in Water Valley.
Swiltning
For traveling the bride wore
a
SHO
RTENING
tailored suit of grey flannel. Her
accessories were deep purple. She
wore an orchid corsage.
Lb
'

10' Skinless Wieners, 1-1b. cello
15' SLAB BACON,any size cut,lb.

JEWELRY

35'

35' Qt 68'

and

$2

30'

8'

3 Can 79(

SPAGHETTI SUPPER
HONORS GRENELLS;
TO LEAVE CITY

(THIS SATURDAY, DECEMBER 6)
1
We have been working for weeks since the disastrous fire
that destroyed our building to open for businers- this Satur
day.
We have completely remodeled the store. The lateit style
s in
store decorations, color schemes, floor coverings, and fixtu
res
have been employed to give you the most modern shoe
store in
West Kentucky. Come see us Saturday and

Watch For Formal
Opening Next Week

Fry's Shoe Store
William Scott, Owner
Tom Bradley, Manager

•
•

FULTON, KY.

12'

Swift Premium

Master of Grand
Lodge
and
Grand Committeeman, Councils
U. D. Grand Council of Ky. Each
officer introduced received a gift
from the Fulton and
Hickman
Chaptexs which were presented
by Mrs. Max McKnight.
Mrs.
Eunice Robinson, our own Past
Worthy Grand Matron was unable to be present.
The Worthy Grand
Matron's
objectives for the year are the
Shriner's
hospital for crippled
children and the 0. E. S. Home
in Louisville, Ky. A collection of
$25.67 was taken for this.
At this time the Fulton officers
vacated their stations for
the
Hickman officers. Mrs. Ed Gaskins, a candidate for membership
in the Hickman Chapter was impressively initiated into the Order. Following the initiation Mrs.
Wachtman made a very beneficial and inspiring address to
the
Chapters. The
meeting closed
with the usual ceremonies and
the officers
retired in proper
form.
After the closing of the meeting a social hour followed in the
reception room. Delicious punch
and cookies were served.
Mrs.
John T. Price
presided at the
punch bowl.
Others Chapters represented at
the inspection
were: Murray,
Cuba, Folsomdale, Paducah, May
field, Wingo and Clinton.
The next regular meeting of
the Fulton Chapter will be in the
Masonic Hall on Tuesday night,
Dec. 9 at 7:30 for an initiating.
All
members are asked to be
present
and visitors atb always welco
me

1
1

Mr. and Mrs. Vyron Mitchell,
were hosts to a delightful spaghetti supper
Sunday night at
their home, honoring Dr. and
Mrs. Walter
Grenell, who will
leave soon to report for duty in
the U. S. Navy. Mr. and Mrs. fillssell Johnson were co-hostess.
The delicious supper was served buffet style from an attractively appointed table, centered
with
beautiful
Christmas arrangements.
The guest list included about
sixteen invited guests.

1-Lb. Can 31c

Rib End Loin (7 Rib Cut)

35c

U.S. No. 1 White

Fresh Honduras .

POTATOES
10 LB BAG 69'

COCOANUTS
EACH 10'

Golden Delicious

APPLES, 2 pounrs
Large Fancy Fruit

29c

BANANAS, pound
........ _________
EMPEROR GRAPES,Calif., 2 the.

15c
25c

ORANGES,2 dozen
U. S. No. 1

49c

YELLOW ONIONS,3 lb. cello bag

39c

ORANGE JUICE, 2-6 ounce cans

29c

Juicy Florida (250 Sbie)

Tree-Sweet Fromm Concentrate

Jane Parker

Jane Parker

CHERRY PIE
EACH 43'

FRUIT CAKE
1½-lb. Size __ $1.29
3-11). Size
$2.49
5-1b. Size
$3.95

Large Angel Food Ring
Breakfast Rolls, package
Cinnamon

49c

Jane Parker White

25c

BREAD,20-0z. Loaf
DANISH FELLED RING, each
A&P Fancy

17c
39c

•

Iona Cream Style

CORN
White or Golden
16-0z.
25"
Cans
"

2

Flavor Kist

CRACKERS,2 pound box
Good Quality
TOMATOES,16 ounce can

39c
. 15c

Bush Brand

Great Northern Beans, 2-20-oz

cans
B OCLOCK COFFEE,3 pound
bag
WHITEHOUSE MILK,Evap., 2 tall cans
DFiC0 SHORTENING,3-lb. can
Sunshine
/CRISPY CRACKERS, 1-1b. box

25c

l-Lb. Bag 77c

TREND
Detergent
Lg. Pkg.
21c
Giant Pkg.
49c
Red Cross
Macaroni or
Spaghetti
Reg. or Elbow
7-0z. Pkg.
Swifts
PREM
Luncheon Meat
12-0z. Can

....49c
37c

Pork Roast, pound _

PUMPKIN
21' 2
25'
Can
22'

Open For
Business

LAKE STREET

SLICED
BACON
lb. 39c

Sunnybrook Grade A

9(

45(

MED. EGGS
DOZ 59'

25c

Wisconsin

MILD CHEESE
LB 55'

Bring Your Camay, Crisco, Joy and
Cheer
Coupons to A&P
ARMOURS CANNED MEATS

TREET Luncheon
CORNED BEEF
98(
CHOPPED HAM
JOY
Liquid Detergent
HOT TAMALES
7-oz. Bottle .
29c
Giant Bottle
69c VIENNA
SAUSAGE
IVORY SOAP
Personal Size
CHILI Con
Came
With Bean
s
4 Bars 23'
SIMONIZ
Liquid Floor
WAX
Pt.59! Qt.

$2.25
27c
79c

12-0z. Can 450
Can
12-0z.
Can
12-0z.
Can
16-0z.
Jar
4-0z.
Can
16-oz.
Can

51(

54'
37'
21'
35'

P&G
Laundry Soap
10-0z. 920
Bars
IVORY SOA
.
P
Regular Size
Bars 230

3

SNOWY
BLEACH
Gold Seal
Agt
20-0z. Pkg.
A

wl
GI

KEYKO OLEOMARGARINE
Delicious
1 LB (TN 30'
Fresh flavor
NORTHERN TISSUE
3ROLIS 25' 12ROLLS 99'

IA
dm
ru
(S

Mani*Golden Wadding
Anniversary Wednesday

PRE-CHRISTMAS

One of Fulton's most beloved
couples observed
their golden
wedding anniversary on Wednesday. They celebrated their occasion the preceding week end in order that their children could be at
home with them.
Mr. Collins, a retired railroad
employee, began work for the
Illinois Central
Railroad Company on the Mississippi Division
in January 1899.
He and his
family moved to Fulton for the
second time in May 1925. They
are members of the First Baptist
Church of this city and Mr. Collins has served as Sunday School
teacher and
deacon for many
years.
They have five children: Mrs.
Nashville,
Clara C. Shirley of
Miss Sarah
Collins, at home,
Clarence Collins of West Metaphis, Ark., and Millen Collins of
New
Orleans, and a son, who
died in infancy. There are five
grandchildren:
Patricia, Nancy
and Sue Shirley, Clem R. II, and
Collins.
Terry
The staff of the News joins the
friends of this worthy
many
couple in extending congratulations and good wishes to them.

SALE
ALL GIRLS
_A •
37.
3
Honduras
'ANTS
10'

COATS
25
%Off
Every Coat In Stock Is

Included!

JACK ,6,,t JILL SHOP
AK.E STREET

2•
49.
39.
29.
Parker

I CAKE
$1.29
$2.49
$3.95
_ 49c
25c
17c
39c
•

Style

R
r Golden
254
39c
15c
25c
$2.25
27c
79c
25

Jesse Stuart, well-known contemporary poet and novelist, was
born near Greenup, Ky.

SANTA'S Best Friend
With Christmas approaching and our customers looking for Gift values we decided to take one last trip to
the factories in search of some terrific Gift values..
and we found them ... and brought them home for you.
Take advantage of this

SPECIAL FACTORY PURCHASE
-H
Big Saving - - to S-T-R-E-T-C
To do your Christmas Gift-Buying at a Limit.
HURRY! We have ample
Your Gift-Buying Dollar to its Thrifty
supply. But the demand will be Terrifficl
GLAMOUR SLIPS
Filmy Nylon twist with two rows of luxuriantly ruffled 4-inch embroldered.nylon,flowers at hemline In 4-inch trim neckline. A
$5.98 VALUE FOR ONLY

$3.98

OTHER LOVELY SLIPS

Multi-filament crepe, nylon embroidery, lace trim. Sizes 32-44.

$1.98

NEESE
5'
Cheer

02.

BREATHTAKING NYLON

GOWNS
The fitted midriff is designed in all-over nylon lace;

$3.98
Multi-Filament Rayon Gowns

Loveliest multi-filament rayon crepe with
daisy embroidery sprinkled and nylon net
rutching at neckline, midriff and hemline.
(Shown at left). Reg. to $4.98 Values for only

9'

COOKIES Wafers
or Great
BEANS Pinto
Northern

Roberts 9a
14-0z.
5 LBS 73'
rd

... they
The years' biggest news in sieepwear.
never need ironing! Trimmed in contrast piping; guaranteed for perfect comfort and longer wear

$4.98
Nylon Duster Length Robe Set

Robe trimmed in contrast piping, flattering
club collar and 3/4 length sleeve. Washable,
never needs ironing! Sold in combination
with pajamas (above) as complete set for only

KROGER
Pint Jar
PEARS Standard
Halves
BLACKEYED PEAS

$8.98

434 Lake Street

80111(1011111111,
•
1111#111.1111111201071/41111

101111181111(#111111$11911,2011,

5c
32c

No.2%
Can
5 UIS 93'

Kroger Cut Tenderray--U. S. Government Graded Choice-- Tender 10 Times Out of 10.
Blended Best
Flavor Zest
U.S.
BRISKET
LB 79'
LB 38' RIB ROAST u•
s•
_ Choice
Choice
King Cotton
PICNICS
LB 39' BACON Corn
LB 45'
I' 4 to 8 lb. avg.
King
Tender
PORK LIVER Meat
LB 35' LARD Gov't.
50 LB TIN 5.99
Insp.

GROUND BEEF

lb. 49c

TOMATOES

9$

LB 45'
LB 49'

WALNUTS
POUND 39'
16'

TANGERINE Florida
DOI 19'
Juicy
CABBAGE Fresh
LB 5'
Heads
CHOCOLATE DROPS 14-Ounce
29'
Box
ASSROTED FILLED (ANDY
LB 39'
HOLIDAY MIX
LB 29'
We reserve the right to limit quantities----None
Sold to Dealers.

FRUIT CAKES

HOLIDAYklb. 69c
KROGER 21 tin $2.19
HOT
DATED

SPOTLIGHT COFFEE
The LEADER Store Seedless Raisins TiZEplisoN
$2.98

8-oz
Can

CHUCK ROAST lb. 59c

styles. Values UP TO $9.98 FOR ONLY

Nychalon Long Sleeve Gowns

FROST-Tangy
Distinctive

TOMATO SAUCE
SALAD DRESSING
Vanilla

NEW CROP
ENGLISH
$5.98 BREAD ICmger
20-0z. Loaf
Nylon Plisse' Pajamas

the lovely flowing hemline is trimmed with permanent pleated nylon tricot. We also have other beautiful

Nylon rayon challis rosebud print go, vs% defront
signed with fitted midriff, button down
REwith tiny collar and full-flowing skirt.
GULARLY 37.98 FOR ONLY

0'

KROGER WHOLE KERNEL GOLDEN

Crop
PECANS New
Stuarts
Kinds
MIX NUTS All
All Good

.Call 45(

51'
54'
37'
21'
35'

ORN 2"(c'EA: 27c

lb.
Pkg-.
oz

77c
23c
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badly cracked paint on the walla I drew an sir' ty between
this
at Palestine Commumt, 7.140 Veatch.
of the front porch, Before I had'unconsc
ious piung up of paint
'where the articles of incorporaworked
this
at
more
than
a few arid
Mr. and lolls. A. E. Green,. 11-t.
Yellow poplar is not especially
the accumulation of human
tion will be passed on by the tern
to the taste of termites; hence, my minutes. I began to realize how customs. Down
aid Mrs. Pat Snow, Kirk Prince,
under some of the
porary
the
director
and
notarize
s
layers
paint
d.
of
had
chronicl
ed
timbers still preierve their ana long lifetime for the house and outside white or other modern
The evening meal furnished by June Henderson and Mrs. Ella
"LAYERS OF PAINT"
cient form and soundness.
paint still repose in
untouched
its
present
and
the
County Farm Bureau and a Veatch had Thanksgiving dinner
former
occupan
ts.
As the years have come and
The Cour I:, Farm Bureau is
My house, as is probably apDown through the outside five or state the paints or customs of
movie
will be other major parts with Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Cope
gone,
I have made or had made
other times, buried so deeply that acting as sponsoring organization of the meeting
propriate, is an
old one, built
. Officials from the lee and family.
some additions to the house, so aix or maybe more layers I recog- they are not known to
exist until for the organization of an Associ- University of Kentucky will be
Mr. and Mrs. Herndon Veatch
nized the paint that I had put on
back in the days of cut nails and that it is
not entirely what it us4-H present to answer questions con- and boys from
in the thirty-four years that I some break occurs that cuts down ation of adult leaders in
yellow poplar. In fact, all the old ed to be,
Mayfield spent
though it preserves its
through all that had covered them Club work.
Thursda
have lived here.
part of it, from sills to rafters, is front with
y withi his sister. Miss
cerning the Association.
no visible change. Beso long.
This organization is made up
Winne Veatch.'
yellow poplar, probably sawed cause
Each one brought back the year growth, Like the tree layers of
of recent layers of paint
the whole history of the of directors, adult 4-H leaders
right here in Warren County. over much
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Gilbert,
of it, what it used to and some of the events that were race is wrapped up in these hid- each residing
Rock Springs News Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Gilbert
in one of the approEven the elaborately carved door be in
and
color is now erased; white going on when the paint was den customs. If some calamit ximately 20
y
lacings are of the same wood, not paint
neighbo
rhoods
of
baby,
spent Friday with Mr. and
spread.
This yellowish layer, a- were to occur,
and green shuttters make it
Nettie Lee Copelen
somewhat compar- Fulton County. Each of these disomething imported from
Pressie
Moore.
way
Mrs.
down
in the thickness of ti e able to
the look as if it had always been just
burning off the outside rectors is responsible in helping
West Coast. When this house was as
Mrs. Alice Newton is on the
paint, was the first one I put on, layers,
Mrs. May Henderson and Miss
it
there is no telling what the boys of his neighborhood to
built, the West Coast was, figura- But is now in its complexion. away back in 1920. But
Winnie Veatch visited Mrs. Nettie sick list.
there we might find hidden within
that is not true.
our carry on his 4-H Project. This Lee Copelen for awhile Tuesday
tively if not
actually,
much
This summer, when the temper- were several others below that civilization, both good and
adult guidance will give all 4-H afternoon.
bad.
farther away; and there was still ature
was at its height, I took a one, layers +hat meant nothing to
In
a lot of good timber around here.
many a building in Europe boys more individual aids in obMr. and Mrs. Pressie Moore and
blow torch and removed some me personally, as they were the later
generations had grown tired taining project material (calves, family shopped in Mayfiel
work of some former owner or
d Satchicken
of
some
s,
pigs,
famous
and
etc.), carrying urday.
painting on the
••••..k.
someone whom he employed to
on
the
wall
project
or
some
work,
ornate
for tho extorter of raw home
and
carving on
the disI paint the house. One of those layMrs. Colen Brown, Phillip and
ers was very tenacious; I had woodwork and had painted
or posal of the project. This added Mrs. Martha
Brown, were in
with some adult supervision will permit the Mayfield Tuesday.
great difficulty in getting it re- covered them over
moved, even with my blow torch. more modern paint or a picture. County Agent and Assistant
June Henderson spent WednesArt connoisseurs found some un- Agent to reach
more boys by day night and Thursday with
Finally I came down to the yel- covered
working through local leaders.
bits
and
gradual
ly
reMartha Kay Copelen.
low poplar weatherboarding and
moved
Such 4-H Associations have
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Maxwell
was astonded at its soundness and finding the later layers, often
work
of
great
been,
importa
and
are
being
nce
visited
organiz
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Hended
in
,11..
beauty. What were-eighty or nine- untouch
neighboring
Western erson Thursday afternoon.
ty years to weatherboarding that minded ed below. I am often re- several
for body and Iris
of
an
acquain
Kentuck
tance
y
Counties
of
Rev.
.
and
Mrs.
Eldon
Byrd
had been encased in these numer- mine
who certainly took into his
The first meeting of this Asso- spent Wednesday night and
ous layers of paint? After the last own
hands the making of price- ciation will be
•
•
of the breaks had
held December 3rd Thursday with his parents, Mr.
been reme- less antiques into modern
furniand Mrs. Verlie Byrd.
died, I gave the newly-uncovered
ture.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Snow spent
wood a priming
EXCHANGE
Kentucky Railroad Commission,
coat and then
He and his wife had been left
awhile W.Anesday night with Mr.
Enjoy a delicious
covered the planks up again with
with
attorney
an
telling
the
State
FURN
ITURE CO.
and Mrs. Pat Snow and Mrs. Ella
gleaming white hoping that this as caretakers of the house of a regulatory body:
dinner here served
Delicious Steaks
treatment will keep them as sound famous German professoor in one
"The local rail passenger train
in the pleasant
Tasty Chops
as the numerous layers have kept of the big universities. The house
Is a thing
atmosphere of our
Golden Fried Chicken
them for the better part of a oen- was almost a treasure house of animal." of the past .. . a dead
furniture that the family had acSeafoods
modern dining
tury.
Meanwhile, residents along the
cumulated through forty years of
Plate Lunches
room.
Quite naturally, as a folklorist, travel
abroad. When the care- Frankfort and Cincinnati RailSandwiches
taker's baby was born, a dutsy old road line that seeks to discontinue
cradle was found in the attic; it passenger serv ic e
between
vili
N
0
1000
5
was a matter of a few hours to Frankfort and
—OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY—
Paris told the
saw off the rockers, making a Commission the line would
atbeautiful baby bed, for cradles tract far more passengers if it
tor
were no longer fashionable. Then changed its schedules to "meet
GAIES V.BELT
a coat or two of
modern paint needs of the public." The line
for any Machire
made the old cradle bright and represented to the
Commission
that it is losing $1,000 a day.
OWNED AND OPERATED BY JOE HORNE
shiny.
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Highway 51 Just North of By-Pass
family returned from their years IIIART111•1111111011111
517 Make
Phone 111 abroad, the rosewood cradle
was
this botched up baby bed, and
the rockers had been fed to the
A PANORAMA OF FLOWERS
furnace.
I have never known
No matter whet moon the tourist visits
what was done with what was
Kentucky, be finch a profusion of beautiful flowers. Forges-ow-oots
left. Maybe that baby bed is still
sod pick hely slipper. Goldenrod. oar Stewvie with wad bergamot
Flower, matches hues
reposing in its layers of paint;
eith beam* weed sod piok dogwood.
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A G -E TWO-OVEN RANGE AT
SUCH
A COME-AND-GET-IT PRICE!

TWO-OVEN

Constellation
"Speed Cooking"

is Your Wife Exceeding the Coed Limit?
posjiCrtrA

Wsk..M_111., Illih,•:
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Here's two-oven cooking with
Pushbutton controls in this glistening G-E Range—at a price that
makes it one of the greatest values
we've offered this year!
Come in and see how two-oven
cooking makes meal preparation so
easy---end so fast!
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linnet $ 30-lb turkey and bake
dares 8-kacb pies et the same tiesel

Broil your hamburgers or steak
and bake potatoes or deessea—at
the sum ONO

See this

wonder range kxiayi
Limited quantities,

FULTON HARDWARE AND FURNITURE COMPANY
Lake Street

And it's all so unnecessary. Automatic electric
laundry equipment—washer, dryer and ironer—do away with
lifting and hen.
dling of hoc, steamy, heavy cloches.
just a half-step from the
automatic washer to the automatic dryer. No
more lugging
heavy baskets upstairs and downstairs—indoors and
outdoors—
no more contending with the weather.
Let automatic laundry equipment eliminate the laundry
"load'
In your home.
Ask your dealer for a demonstration.

Phone 1
Authorised Dealer
GENERAL.,ELECTRIC
RAMIS

4111MIEr

You'd probably be surprised to see your wife driving
a truck
down the street loaded with 13 tons of clothes
—wouldn't you?
Thaes the weight of the clothes the average
housewife lifts
every year doing the laundry. From washer to
wringer, from
tab to tub, to basket, to clothesline—it adds up to
about 13 beck.
breaking tons a year.
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"HAILING" ARTICLE RUM COMMETIT
FROM READERS;CONCLUDED THIS ISSUE

Hays, my nephew, hung doss to ,.If and fast chocking to death.
ward, got down on his all-foure, The Fulton News
Friday, Dec. 5, 1952
cur Party, and cast scared, fur- "And here again la where Gus up again, and put himself in suntive glances at the grim, unrelen- and I differ. He vows he was dry and divers positions, to no
ting scaffold before us. We look- yelling because
may bet found. Then Vincent put the fie
his finger was good. I sat there and laughed tilt good to me—and you
ed at Roffe closely, and the sol- under that rope, and declares he the tears ran down my face in that I was good to him, too. But ishing toucnes to ms story:
The News his had consider- father's house with the awful in- emn
expression on his
face thought he was hurt much the streams, while he, almost black then it could not last. He began
"I had a letter from Gus thr
able ferment on the first in- telligence that a Mr. Peck had frightened us all the more. Yet worse of the two.
in the face, performed the feats to nag and • guy me again and
other day about this very thing
stalhaent of the article concern- been murdered the night before around us some of the heartless
"I believe, though, that he saw In a vain effort to dislodge the threatening to hang me. Then I
You should see it I'll let you rear
hi; J. 0. Vincent. The editors by negroes
who were his own ones of the lower class gived and our mistake and began
calling seed.
fixed him good and plenty, ahd it some time. He is still one of the
wish to correct the impression slaves, and who lived near Dres- poked fun at the poor, helpless lustily for help to get
me
down.
after
that
he
was
the
"Hardly
best
a
sound,
then,
fellow
could
he
best friends
the
I've got in
left last week that the story den on the Huntingdon road.
creatures as they
mounted the The seconds seemed like hours utter—he was long past speaking you ever saw for a, long time.
world."
was written by Mr. Vincent for
"Now, our family, the Voncenta: steps. Even yet I can remember to me, swinging
there gasping —but he looked at me piteously, "'Yes', I retorted, after getting
It was not. The article was writ- and the Crawfords and the Pecks the disgust and loathing that once or twice. My breath, what
his eyes almost popping from his tired of his guying, 'and if you
tea by the publishers of the were all related, and the newt mingled with my fear when the little I got, grew
shorter, then head, his mouth open, and the wa- fool with me I will make you
Martin Mail who were great scared us
children
nearly to remarks of these people reached stopped
altogether, and every- ter streaming from it. He tried to choke your fool self to death.'
friends of Mr. Vincent's.
FOR
death. For several
months we Inc. The faces of the poor fellows thing began to turn round and reach the cause with his finger, Then, pointing to the
grindstone,
We conclude the article this were afraid to
get out of the were blanched and almost color- round and then became black as but it was a little too far. He stood which
was
mounted
on
a
four
/week and regret the error,
house after nightfall—and we us less, and their
steps slow and night, and I was floating off into on his head, but it held
fast.
section of a small peach tree and
ed to huddle around the older shaky. The looked about over the space — inky black space, so
"Finally, his exertions growing stood on four spreading legs three
crowd
in
almost
a hunted way, easily.
"Well, as the story books used people and listen to their talk
fiercer and his coughing deeper, feet high, I continued, 'If you say
"I do not know how long I hung with greater
to say; once upon a time when I and watch every door and win- despair on every line of their
efforts to rid him- another word to me, fellow, I'll
cries soon brought self of the seed, the blood in
was a small boy, living four miles dow furtively, and jump at every countenances. Sheriff Roffe step- there, but
great make you swallow that, too.
sharp noise or bark of the dog. pod forward slowly, and I jump- my sister, Minnva, at
break- mouthfuls came gushing from his
north of Dresden, my
uncle,
"There I had him. He looked at
ed
as
he
spoke,
the
Often
spell
I
of
the
have
stayed
awake
neck speed.
hour
They tell me she throat. Then I saw and felt
Baldwin, Crawford, who lived in
that me and then at the grindstone,
Dresden, sent a runner to my after hour listening at the wind hanging having gripped me so raised my body while another Sister Minerva's help was again and
words failed him; then he
or rain and watching the great forcibly.
member of the family cut the
'back-log' on the big fireplace, " Ladies and gentlemen: said rope. I was carried to the house needed, and needed badly. I had looked at me again in speechless
got
enough
revenge.
The
blood
disgust
and
Vincent's
eyes
during the cool spring nights, he, 'close up your umbrellas and half dead, while Gus brought up
coming so fast from my
play- twinkled as he finished, and he
wondering about the murderers padasols for five
minutes so the rear almost unnoticed, scared mate's mouth sobered me in an looked
SEE - at
me
and
smiled
and
I
and what they
would do with everybody can see.'
out of his wits, panting like a Instant. I had lost every
particle had to confess that they had both
them.
lizard,
afraid
of
the
result
of
our
"Then there was a craning of
of fun. I had already forgotten been as great kids, in the Tom
"And sometimes I would dream necks and pushing and
crowding rash act.
the capers he cut—I had already Sawyer
fashion, as could be
about them, too, and have a masses af humanity edged nearer
"And he was mighty good to me forgotten that he had been my
'night-mare' and
wake every the scene. There were tears in the while I ley on the bed and re- hangman.
body on the place. Then I would eyes of the Sheriff, but
he did his gained my strength. He would sit
Gus Got Over It
Hearing Aid Batteries
be scolded and maybe threatened , duty. The trap fell amid
almost around with a face as long as
With a yell I
with
Complete Line
made for the
the
'hickory'.
breathless silence, every eye be- your arm, and every chance he
Regularly 45c io 60c
"But after they found out that ing glued to the two forms swing- got he would edge nearer to me house, my heels flying, my feel For all makes of hearing aids!
Roll
these threats would do no good— jag slowly back and forth and and whisper some piece of cheer- hitting the ground in high places. Visit our Hearing Aid DepartNT Choreal St.
?boas $15
that it was the result of the stor- round and round. An awful awe ing news about the new calf or I wanted help and I wanted it ment at your first opportunity.
quick.
ies told of the murder, they grew , seethed to
Every
step
I
took
and
CITY DRUG CO.
prevade the entire the young colt.
Commis*, Sleeks
easier on me until, finally, the af- crowd for the nine minutes that "But I grew better, and as I dit every jump I made jolted a yell
‘418 Lake Street
Phone 'le
fair almost passed from my mind.'they hung there, an awe that, to so he grew carless and one day from me louder and more appeal
"Then it was all brought back me, is terrible to this good day. I had the nerve to poke fun at me. ing than the noise before it. Half
heard me and came
by the trial. The negroes were have never felt anything like that Then the other took it up, and fer the family
Hurry! Limited
found guilty and condemed to be,sensation since, and I never did weeks I never heard the last of running to see what was the matter.
Without
a word of explanahanged. The day for the execu-'before. The poor wretches were my hanging. It grew monotonous,
Quantities
when I met
tion was set, and when it came a I buried a few yards of the scat- and finally obnoxious, and then tion I started back
great crowd of men and women, fold, and the still silent crowd it made my life a burden until I them, the others at my heels. Sisold and young, and even children broke into little knots of two or could stand it no longer. I was ter Minerva showing that she had
and babies were present to wit- three and wended their way slow- determined to have revenge, and the 'staying qualities'. It seemed
ness it.
—well, I got it, and
more than that we would never get there;
ly homeward.
"The day was hot and sultry, "News was soon afloat that the was corning to me; and I believe every minute was an hour, and I
and I well remember the supreme doctors would rob the graves that to this good day Gus thinks he got wondered if Gus were dead. I
wondered if I were the cause of
moment when
Sheriff
207 Church Street
Roffe night. This put Gus and me to more than his share, too.
it, and if they would hang me.
mounted the stand. I was tremb- thinking. So we lay in a small
"We were again in the orchard
We stock only the latest models! ;
Phone 35
Over the ground I flew, Minerva
ling like a leaf and my companstable loft until- late waiting for —this time under a peach tree at my heels,
WESTINGHOUSE
panting
ion, a boy about my own age, Gus
and
- ADMIRAL - PHILCO
blowing
juicy
with
ripe,
the doctors to come. A slight noise that was loaded
almost like a steam engine. Gus
was heard by us about eleven fruit that makes my mouth water
MOTOROLA
- RCA
was black in the face when we
o'clock, and we almost fell out of even yet. And, do you know, I
reached him, and I gasped out
Boosters, aerials, parts, etc on hand for complete installation
that loft in our scramble to reach don't believe we have as good the
truth. Then such- a beating I
and maintenance.
the ground. Then to the house we peaches as we used to. •
never eaw in my life. They hit
—YOUR TELEVISION HEADQUARTERS"We picked up about a peck of
legs could
went as fast as our
him in the back, in the sides and
carry us. Not another time for these clear-seeds and sat down to
shook him, rolled him and stood
days would we venture to leave see which could eat the greatest
him on his head and shook him
the house after dark. Gus lived number, laying the stones beside
again. Finally after a mighty ef324 Walnut Street
almost in sight of the hanging, us, to be counted afterwards, I fort,
Mae litH
it came, covered with blood.
and every time there was a noise was itching for my revenge, ant
some
time
"For
he
was
mighty
4..••
I would lump and crawl closer to Gus, all unsuspecting, walked inthe older members of the family to the trap so rapidly that I was
Gus and I were simply afraid to surprised—he was 'easy'.
breathe.
"'Gus,' said I, 'I can do some"And then, as time somewhat thing that you can't. He answered
sured us of our fright and the that it was not So—that he could
scene grew obscured, came the do
anything I could, and was
near-tragedy. It is funny, now, ready to prove it. Then I slyly
when I think of it, but then it openet a peach and took out the
was anything but funny. Now, I seed and closing it together again
can see myself being 'worked' to without him suspecting anything.
perfection by Gus, who was the Taking it in my hand, I told him
sharper, I think, though to this I would bet him fifty dollars that
good day he denies it and vows I could peel that peach and eat it
ne would have given his best taw, seed and all. He said I could not
his empty spools and the longest do it.
string in his pocket for the
Suiting my actions to the word,
'pleasure,' as he expresses it, of I chewed on the peach, and then
hanging-first.
with a powerful effort I swallow"Anyhow, we were down in my ed. He sat staring at my utter
father's orchard playing under a astonishment, his eyes
bulging
large mulberry tree, while the en- and my mouth open.
Finally,
tire family, which was a large finding his voice, he exclaimed,
one, was engaged in picking up 'By jacks, I can do anything you
apples and peaches to carry to can!' Taking a peach from the
the still-house to make brandy. pile, he peeled it and put it in his
The negro hanging came into our mouth, and I could hear his teeth
conversation, and we decided that grating on the seed. With a terwe could do anything that any- rible effort he swallowed, and
body else could, so we would play the big seed started slowly dowr
hanging awhile. Securing a rope Slower and slower it went, as
and keeping everything a secret, closer grew the
passage, until
we went back to the tree. Gus about half-way down it stopped.
being the sharper, ruled that I turned crossways and fastened itshould hang first, to which I con- self there.
ented. A long limb reaching out "He coughed
and
coughed.
twelve feet or more was an ideal turned somersaults, ran back
place to hang a fellow. After tying my hands behind me, as I sat
on the limb with the noose
around my neck, Gus crawled out
and tied the rope securely. Then
I turned losses and there I was
Frigidaire RO-60
swinging by the neck with no
Range Shown $38971possible chance to extricate my-
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UNCLE HANK SEZ:
MONEY 00E'5NY MEAN
EVERYTHING TO FOLKS
IBUT ir5 MIGHTY
' CONVENIENT TO
HAVE.

WAS WORTH A MILLION, SON"
`What a grand surprise! I wasn't expecting you
so soon. When you phoned from the station and
said you were back, I could hardly believe it.
And now you're really here. It's wonderfur

re#
•a d
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Imagine I Two ovens in on*,or one extra-large oven.
the
ing

••

Good news travels fast. especially by telephone. The usefulness of telephone service can
be beyond price in moments of happiness as in
moments of anxiety. When such moments come,
you am thankful for the quick reassuranoe •
telephone call can Mag.

Lets you bake and broil at the same lime In the
same oven I Each oven has separate controls.
Move the Divider to bottom position and you
have one big oven with lock-stop shelves
adlustable to 10 positions. Simpli-Motic Ov
Control and Cook-Master Oven Clock Control.
lifetime Porcelain finish Inside and out.
Corns in. See It todayl

se

Al.. See All The Other New FrIgidelre
Electric Ranges Pricisti From *168"

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
303 Walnut Street

Telephone 185

Prompt repair service on ANY
make of radio at City Electric!
Large stocks of tubes, transformers, speakers and other essential parts alerays on hand.
Bring us your radios to be repaired.

(111
ELECTRIC;
SALES
SEPVICE
401*•205(0MAIE0fl

Alit

Day in and day out, your telechooe proves
Its value In so many ways.
*

*

Today there tar nor, that nab: es many
other telephones so sod as there leer. 10
,
yearS ago. Tee the Miss olisisekosse ern
a he than roost preset.
kv he gone •

BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

.WMk__COUPLE
NOTICE
Paget jetrrpyike.
BONORED AT
The Kentucky Railroad ComREHEARSAL PARTY
mission will conduct• hearing at FOR SALE: 100-acre farm, well
Former'Fitttalitans
Coal-fired hot water heater, prac- Its offices in Frankfort. Ky., at
List Friday night Mee:Mies sours rump vow
located, Itt mile from Wingo,
FOR RENT: Rent a new typernora pooys
Oblong imadvaiiiiry:
tically brand-new, with water 10:30 A. M., C. S. T., Wednesday, Ky., on school and milk route: Carl Puckett and Stanley Jones DErm
BARBE
CUE SUPPER
writer or. adding machine.
pipe fittings and what flue pipe December 10, 1952, on the applihas modern six-room bourse, b t and Miss Marjorie Puckett were
On Sunday, November 30,
Available by week, month or
hostages 4 a Jelled:el
and cold running water,
we have on it. Going for lees cation of Gulf, Mobile and Ohio
Party at • Neal Clinard, South Fulton and Mrs. John' Aver*. who •forwired
quarter. Low Rates. If you dethan half-price;
for electric stove. This farm is the home of Mrs. Puckett on the Fire Chief was heat to a delicious mar*
Railroad Company for permission
lived In ,Fulton, .ohrrrved
cide to keep the machine after
$10.00 CASH.
seeded and limed. If you want Union City Highway, following barbecue
to discontinue operation of passsupper
Wednesday their golden wedding anniversary
renting it, the amount paid can
something good, worth
the
weddin
enger trains Nos. 1 and 2 through
g
rehears
night
al of Miss
at 7:30 o'clock at the fire et the home of their daught
the
er,
be applied on the purchase.
money, call me. H. L. Hardy, Jean' Holland and Charles Will- station.
the State of Kentucky and beMrs. R. W. Terry in ,Jackson,
Harvey Caldwell Co., 206 CornTHE NEWS OFFICE tween Kentucky-Tennes
Fulton.
iam Fenwick.
see state
The guest list included mem- Miss.
m !rcial Ave.. Phone 874.
line (near Jordan, Kentucky) and
Corrunercia,1 Ave. Phone 470
The Puckett home was lovely bers of the fire department, poMore than one hundred guests
Kentucky-Illinois state line (near TWO-ROOM unfurnished apart- with pink roses and pink candles lice department, and the Mayor
ment,
attended open house, given by
304
Third
Street„ $20.00. artistically arrang
Wickliffe, Kentucky).
of
ed
on
South Fulton.
the dinLights and watr furnished. Can
children of this couple, and they
W. H. Forlines
be partially furnished at addi- ing table. The color scheme of
were served cake, tea, mints and
Superintendent.
the
weddin
aqua
g,
and
pink
was
DEN ONE MEETS
tional cost of desired. See Jennnuts from a beautiful table drapcarried
out
in
the
decorat
ions
and
DEEP FREEZE home rree.zers, ings Kearby, attorney for Mrs.
ed in
refreshments. Delicious refreshDen No. 1 met at the home of lace. a gold cloth and overlaid in
Harve
Westinghouse Appliances, MoHart, at City National ments
Gold candles were used in
their
weie
Den
Mother
served
,
.
Mrs.
Mrs.
E.
Pucket
E.
t
Bank Building. Phone 377.
torola Television at your "Apgold holders and the tiered wedpoured the tea.
Williamson, Wednesday
afterpliance Headquarters", City
ding cake was decorated in gold
The guest list included the noon. Denner
Wayne Anderson flowers.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Electric Company on Commer- roP PRICES PA1P for country members
of the wedding party conducted the meeting. We openhams;
bring
us
your
eggs.
Mrs. Sam Winston of this city,
cial Avenue,
and immediate families.
Stuitl-'s Cafe.
Merrell
DOUBLE FEATURE
Those ed the meeting with
present were: Miss Jean Holland, Davis leading us in the pledge. who is a sister of Mrs. Averitt, atBARGAIN! While it lasts Utility
tended
the open house. Also AlCharles William Fenwick, Mr. Denner Anderson called the roll
Fir Framing Lumber-2x4's,
bert and Charles
j,
Hutchens of
ROBERT MITCHUM
and Mrs. Irvin Cash, Connie Cash and collected the dues.
and 2x8's--Kiln Dried—$8.00
Fulton
brothers of Mrs. Averare
and Mr. and Mrs. Howard Cash
We
worked
on
our
Christ
mas
per
hundre
itt
and
Mrs.
ROA
d.
KRAM
A.
0
L. Roper of this
ER LUMELLA RAINES
of Fancy Farm, Miss Frances Fer- project. We played games
and dis- city is a sister of Mr. Averitt.
i
BER CO., Walnut St,Phone 96
-rell of Paducah, Mr. and
Mrs. missed the meeting by singing our
—in—
Bill Holland, Mrs. Nettie Fen. theme song. Denner Wayne
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
AndMayfield, Ky., is named for an
wick Hicks, Wanda and Martha erson furnished refreshments
and automatic models, $129.95,
.
early Kentucky
pioneer whose
'
'le: •
Holland, Mrs. Carl Puckett, Mrs.
"CORVETT-K-225"
and up. Sales and service.
Roland Carter, Reporter. named was found carved on
a
Stanley Jones, Miss Marjorie
Bennett Electric. Phene 201,
tree near the site where the city
Puckett and John Carl Jones.
—PLUS—
Phone 470 for Job Printing
now stands.
CHAPTER 10
FOR SALE: New Royal and Rem"MYSTERIOUS ISLAND"
ington Portable typewriters.
COLOR CARTOON
"LITTLE RURAL RIDING HOOD"
Remington and Victor Adding
Machines. You can arrange convenient budget payments. HarSUNDAY -- MONDAY -- TUESDAY
vey Caldwell Co., 205 Commercial Avenue.
THEY DON'T COME ANY BIGGER!
,...
SAVE $100. New deluxe sewing
machines. Lifetime guarantee.
Consoles, Portables, desks, Uses
r.11 Singer attachments. Sales,
repairs, parts. Write or phone
942 Cloar's Sewing Machines
and Service. Milan, Tenn. Free
home demonstration and trial.
No obligation.
.
„
DONNA REED
FOR RENT: Floor sanding maClaude Jarman, Jr.
!4•,
. *
•
ckine and electric floor polls'. FOR SALE: Wheat Straw 60c a
Frank Ferylase
bale or 50 cents a bale in lots
Um Marvin
er and electric vacuum clean
4
of 6 or more. Also seasoned oak
era. Exchange Furniture Co.
2x8 lumber 5.50 per hundred.
Phone 35, Church Street.
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
Royce Jolley. Phone 11117-R-2.
ROOFING — Asphalt Shingles
maw
.•
and roll roofing — Galvanized
AMR
metal roofing — wood shingles.
KRAMER LUMBER CO. 501
ERNEST HEMINGWAY'S
Yorke
Walnut Street
isterfar Paints

ORPHEUM
TIM HOLM.
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Prices for this Attraction—
CHILDREN 25c
ADULTS 75c
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Let us weatherstrip your windows and doors. Fulton Roofing
& Insulation Company. Phone
557 for free estimate.
TYPEWRITERS — ADDING Machines — Cash Registers, Sales
Service, Trade, Rent, Fulton
Office Supply Co. Phone 85.
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AND SUPER
KEM-TONE

Exchange Furn. Co.

207 Church St.

Phone 35

Accident Involves Cars
Of Stanley, Jones, Swift
Tuesday
morning at 9:30 on
East State Line road near Hainline's
Garage, the 1950 Oldsmobile driven by Stanley Jones
sideswiped a Swift & Company
car, eriven by John H. Thomas of
Union City.
Local police stated that Thomas
was
pulling out of a parking
place on the south side of East
State Line when the accident occurred. The occupants were not
injured but both cars were considerably damaged.

MISS ANNIE RUTH TAYLOR
AND THOMAS C. POORE, JR.
ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Taylor of
Rives, announce the engagement
of their daughter, Annie Ruth to
Thomas C. Poore, Jr., son of Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas C. Poore, of
Fulton.
Miss Taylor is a senior at Rives
High school this year.
Mr. Poore was a graduate in
the 1952 class at Rives
High
school and is now engaged in
farming near Fulton.
The wedding plans will be announced at a future date.

Campbell's

SOUP
Tomato
14c
Vegetable
15c

Heinz Tomato

14-oz. bottle

MRS. MADGE CHIPMAN
BECOMES BRIDE OF
WALLACE ASHBY
Mrs. Madge Chipman of Union
City and Wallace Ashby of Fulton
announced their marriage, November 16, 1952. The ceremony
was performed at the parsonage
of the Church of Christ in Union
City by the pastor, Bro. Astin.
Mrs. Ashby is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. G. N. Barrier
of
Kenton, and is a nurse at the
Obion County hospital.
Mr. Ashby is the son of Mrs.
Ethel Hemphill Of Fulton. He
is
employed by the Illinois Central
Railroad in Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
McNaughton attended the couple.
After a southern wedding trip,
they are at home in Union City.

IF WOU CAN'T
DECIDE
You Can Always
Give Him a
FRANKLIN

ACM
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MISS MARGARET BATTS
AND J. C. ROBERTS
WEDDING ANNOUNCED
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Mr. and Mrs. gam
Batts of
Dukedom, Tennnersee, announced
the marriage of their daughter,
Margaret, to J. C. Roberts of Baltimore, Md., son of Paul Roberts
of Dukedom, Tenn.
The vows
were exchanged
Tuesday, November 18, 1952 in
Corinth, Min.

We Clean all types of Seed. We Pay Top Mark
et Prices for White and
Yellow Corn.

A. C. BUTTS and SONS

GROCERIES — FEEDS — SEEDS
PHONE 602 - 603

WE DELIVER
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Mr. and Mrs. Austin Porter
who have been employed at Paducah, Ky., are back in Detroit at
work.
We were very sorry to hear that
Mr. Floyd Shreeves had a car acextent.Saturday. No one was hurt
although both cars
were very
badly damaged.

ter being treated at the
Jones
Clinic.
Mrs. Claud Fields
The Welfare Workers Club held
its regular meeting Wednesday in
Mr. and Mrs. Buck Basham are
the home of Mrs. Ruth Pinch with
the proud parents of a baby boy
Mrs. Guy Finch as co-hostess.
horn November 21st at the HighBusiness, election of officers.
land Park Hospital. Mrs. Basharn
demonstrations of Christmas gifts,
was formerly Miss Marcelle Grisa delicious lunch, Bazaar and
som.
•
sunshine gifts
really filled the
Ernest Grissom, Charles Grissom, Jim Grissom, Carl Hastings, ROUTE FIVE NEWS day. We had a very enjoyable
day.
Jimmy Wellinham and Jeep MarMrs. Brooks Oliver
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Milan are
reson went deer hunting recently.
enjoying their newly, installed
Jeep Marreson got his deer. We
Mr. wad Mrs. Welt* r Perrnenter television set these days.
wish the others better luck next spent last Sunday with the Philtime.
lips of Union City. They ate dinMalcolm
Wadlington a n d ner with Mr. and Mrs. James
Dukedom Route Two
Morris Waggoner
went deer Phillips. While there they called
Joyce Taylor
hunting this week-end. We wish Freddie who is now in Texas and
them luck.
• each one enjoyed speaking with
We had our first snow of the
Will Brewington of Kentubky him. He hopes to come home dur- season
Saturday, it looked like
Is visiting his daughter and her ing the holidays.
winter was really here.
husband, Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm
Mr. Brooks Oliver attended the
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Akin of
Wadlington of Detroit.
State Farm Bureau Convention in Martin were guests Of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Coleman, Mr. Nashville last Monday.
Mrs. T. C. House Thanksgiving
and Mrs. Claud Goodwin sand
Mr. Frank Parrish's father is They visited Mr. and Mrs.. Boaz
daughter, Peggy, Mr. and Mrs. very ill at this writing. We wish House in the
afternoon.
Alden Adams and daughter, Chris him a speedy recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Hicks and
and Patsy, Mrs. Martha Yates,
Mr. Wendell Coffman suffered daughters were the Sunday dinMr. and Mrs. Claud Fields and e heart attack this week. He is ner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
George
son, Bobby, had a
delightful slowly improving.
Golden of Fulgham.
Thanksgiving dinner with
Mr.
Miss Verda
Head of Murray
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Moore were
and Mrs. J. E. Copelen and daugh- visited Mrs. J. T. Oliver TuesclaY in Mayfield Friday on business.
ter, Tress. They served turkey afternoon. Mrs. Oliver is in a very
Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Emerson
with all the trimmings.
critical condition.
were the Sunday afternoon visitMr. and Mrs. J. L. Coleman
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Bennett ors of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Wilson.
spent the night and Friday with and children spent Thursday with me. Neilsen is et.
their daughter, Mrs. Claud Fields Mr. and Mrs. Brooks Oliver.
Mrs. Lexie Floyd was the guest
and family.
Mrs. Guy Finch and children of Mrs. Ruth Crittenden SaturMrs. Nick:y Nardain is very sick spent Thursday, Friday, and Sat- day afternoon.
with th intestinal flu. We wish urday in Hornbeak visiting her
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Mount have
her a speedy recovery.
parents and sister.
returned home after visiting 1
Miss Sidra Gilliam was very
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Parrish and Mrs. H. B. Gibson and family
sick last week but is able to be visited Mr. and Mrs. Frank Par- of Paducah.
up now.
rish and Mr. and Mrs. Bill ParMr. and Mrs. T. J Moore, Mr.
Randell
Williams, the son of rish during the holiday week-end. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor and Joyce
-Mr. and Mrs. Doyle
Williams,
We are glad to hear Mrs. Dean visited Mrs. Moor'e mother, Mrs.
who is in service, was home with Terrell and
Mary True are at Walston of Sedalia Sunday afterthe family Thanksgiving.
home and are feeling better af- noon. Mrs. Walston does not seem
to be improving.
Mrs. Roy Emerson was hostess
to a Stanley party Friday afterHave You Been
noon.
Mr. and Mrs. Zel Singleton callShopping at
ed on Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates
Thursday night.
Forrester's Yet?
Mrs. Ira Raines left last week
for Akron, where the will spend
the winter with her son, Giredria
Raines and wife.
Mr. and Mrs. Orbie Bushart,
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Bushart and
children were supper guests of
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Gibson and
family in
Paducah
Thursday
night.
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Duard Mills of
Detroit visited her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Mitchell, her grandmother, Mrs. Newton, her sister
Forrester's is conveniently located in downtown Fulton on Main
and nephew, Linda
Moore and
Street . . . right across from Bennetty Drug Store. Make ForRonnie, during the Thanksgiving
rester's your regular shopping stop for all of the little things
holidays.
you need!
- —USE OM LAT-AWAY-Abraham Lincoln was once
tried in Kentucky for infringement of ferry rights. The trial
took place at Lewisport in 1827
and the 18-year old Lincoln act.
Main Street, Next to Forrester's Shoe Shop
Fulton, Ky.
ed as his own lawyer. He was ac116/0,011/111111111,111.7016-7•709/
1 107&7,401•10-701.7•10War&7070711F/07114•76 quitted.

FfHESE

WOMEN!

By trAhwalo

Friday, Dec. 5, 1952 — The FWton News — Page\so,
sister of
Albert
Hutchens of
Pierce and Charlie Hutchens and
Hog killing seems to be the or- Mrs. Lillian Winston of Milton.
der of the day in and
Miss Annette Rogers has been
around
Pierce the last few days.
on the sick list several days.

PIERCE STATION

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Roberts
Several in the
Eugene Reed
and daughter, Doris and Sister family have also been sick.
Kathryn Bradshaw of Fulton
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Adams
spent Thanksgiving with Mr. and
Thursday
Mrs. Clifton Stephens near Mason of Martin spent last
wjth Mr. an6 Mrs. Bob DeMger.
Hall.
Mrs. John Smith, Mrs.
Bud
Mrs. Charles Lowe and Mrs.
Ethel Itobey had as their guests Stem, and Miss Marlyn Wilson
Thanksgiving Mr. and Mrs. Ray spent Thanksgiving in Paducah
Adams of Martin, Mr. and Mrs. with Mrs. Wallace Cunningham.
Carmack Anderson and children Marlyn stayed for several days
of Dresden, Mr. and Mrs. Leland visit with her mother.
Adams, and Mrs. Nelson Tripp of
Fulton, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lowe
and children, Mildred Matthews
and D. N. Matthews.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Graddy
were Sunday afternoon guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Algie Hay.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Thorp spent
Thanksgiving with relatives
in
Tiptonville.

"He'll be a Mee late, Mr. Sewaldo--and by tbe way, what
have you oe the phone, how about giving bit' a witar

see is. Fames le
atasees does sa
•ek- 84.
Mt. and Mrs. John Averitt of Low down payment411"'
Jackson, MISS., celebrated their and Easy Terms
golden wedding anniversary on
ELECTRIC!
November 30th. Mrs. Averitt
217 lama
Fulton
was the former, Lena Hutchens,

BENNETT

---

HALL-WOOTEN CLOTHING COMPANY

OUR CHRISTMAS TOYLAND IS NOW OPEN
SELF SERVICE - JUST SERVE YOURSELF
MOST MODERN STOCKS - BRAND NEW!

....Has Everything A Man Could Ask For!
Ties, Shirts, Sweaters, Pajamas may not seem original — but
they're just what he wants! Your gift is sure to make a hit if
you choose from these nationally-advertised solid stand-bys at
Hall-Wooten!

FORRESTER'S 5 AND 10' STORE
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Frankly, we whisked the idea right away

525'

from Santa, and now inside are three

Cello Pkg.

there'll be pearls, earrings and other

---20'

je welry or perhaps sewing needs... that's

GIFT SHIRTS

GIFT ROBES

Nationally - advertised INTERWOVEN, JERKS, and
COOPERS SOX, shorts or
regular
lengths, ribbed,
plain, plaid and others.

Nationally - advertised . . .
WEMBLEY, BOTANY, ARROW and REGALAIRE in
season's smart stripes, figu,
res and colors. All resilient
construction; wrinkle-resistant.

White Shirts also stripe:
and fancy patterns in brands
you know and can depend
on . . . Arrow, Eero, and
Tru-Val.

Flannels, Rayon
Suede

55c to $1.10 pair

$1.00 to $2.50

$2.95 up

GIFT HOSE

GIVE ELM:WU NYLONS IN
THIS USEFUL GIFT BOX

11MIKintaig
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X

Made by
Courtleigh
slcsit eli

siC

lovely pairs of CLussoet Nylons. Later

how versatile the Claussner Christmas

Gift Box is. Made of gay quilted plastic,

16 5'

It's as intriguing as a gift can be, and at

K19'

Nylons come in fashion-right colors, fea-

$1.50 up

tured in a wide range of sizes trona 8/
1
2

Cooper underwear and
jockey shorts

GIVE PAJAMAS
Enro and Truvals

through 11, with smart regular seams.

135'

SWANK Jewelry
'Sportsmen's men's toiletries

Lege Size

$3.95 to $8.95

oulimatimegemomelm aivemetatiatingarlommeintrig

H19'
ite and

Give Him a
Corduroy Jacket

Nationally - Advertised
Accessories

no additional coat. Gift boxed Claussner

SMART GLOVES
skins, Pix-tex, Pig

Threa Pairs and Box $450

Cape

II OAU01...IS DINIBO...A11101UNI tlINOTN

Skin, lined and unlined.

Wine, Green or Brown. Full
Rayon matched lining, vent
back, leather buttons.

$16.50 and $17.50
Other Jackets in gabardine.

$10.50 to $16.50

Am Autog Amtuor mumanimetor

We have a large selection by
Arrow, Enro and

Tru-Val,

Gabardines, fancy

rayons
0

and wools.

annemetatatetlac we mom ow manorsac

tacmomvimainw

HOUSE SLIPPERS

Nunn-Bush and

Opera style, leather, lined,

Portage Shoes

hand lasted, leathersolesSmart, distinctive, made by
Sizes 6 to 12

master craftsmen for a discriminating wearer.

$2.50 to $6.50

Roberts Store
simmusstramosimnsisumismiernmeamiasemmisma

$5.00
$8.95 to $18.50

HALL-WOOTEN CLOTHING CO. 414 Lake St.

LAKE STREET
7011170

r

SPORT SHIRTS
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News

ing at home with their families:, Milton School
By Earl Lae Ciordon
Thomas Sublett, Anne Linton, her I
Jeans Gibbs, Joan GrantWednesday, November 26, the
ham and Ronnie Merchant, also,
students of Milton were out of
Oxat
student
Stephens,
Charles
at 2:30 and didn't come
ford, Ohio; Joan Latta, Rosalyn'schooluntil Monday, December 2.
Bennett, Jessie Hugh Butler, Jer- back
Tuesday, Scoutmaster, Mr.
ry Johnson, Jack Voegeli.
Johns and Mr. Herbert WashingMac
Ronald
and
Susan Adams
a Boys Scout troop
Thanksgiving ton organized boys.
Fields spent the
for the Milton
partheir
with
home
at
holidays
pointed to arrange games to be
CAR& INSTITUTE SCHOOL
ents. They are students at Union
LAW RULED VALID
played at the Christmas party,
NEWS
University at Jackson, Tenn.
Mcthey are Anne Fall, Millie
Delat
student
The Kentucky Court of Appeals
Bobby Clifton,
(Too late tot last v-eek)
Gloria Hinton, and Diane
ta State, Columbia, Miss:, spent'gave its sanction to the 1949 speWright.
Dear Jo:
cial legislative session act authe holidays with his parents.
Carr Institute was so busy till
Carolyn Sizzle, student at Beth- thorizing the State to aid counties
Wednesday trying to survive six
el, McKenzie, Term., spent the in assessment problems and nilweeks tests that we didn't realed further that the law itself conholidays with her parents.
had a two • day
ize that we
Glen Ray Powell, who is sta- tains machinery for correction of
Thanksgiving holiday (Thursday Eckman High School
assessments. If had
Paula Hornsby, Reporter
tioned with the Marines in Mill- erroneous
and Friday) till we were through
charged that the
mgton, Tenn., spent the week-end been doubly
with six weeks tests and believe
anlibrarian,
White,
Ben
Mrs.
with his parents on the Hickman- law was invalid, and that under
me the holidays came as quite a nounced that the following new
it favoritism had been shown by
Cayce Highway. '
relief.
will be on the library shelves
local officials in making assessJr. High has certainly gone in books will be on the library shelments.
for Thanksgiving decorations this ves soon. They are:
News
High
Fulton
year. In my room we have both
Roma Satterfield
of Order.
Rules
Robert's
The natural bridge, feature ator our blackboards covered with
10,000 Jokes, Toasts and Stories.
Natural
back at traction of Kentucky's
we are
here
drawings. in 8-1
Well,
Thanksgiving
The Three Musketeers.
wonderful Bridge State Park, is 30-feet wide
our
after
school
the room is covered with ThanksGood Times for All Times.
at the top and has an 85-foot opThanksgiving holidays.
giving posters. In 7-1 the blackRose Bowl All-American.
all very glad to see ening. '
were
We
boards are covered with ThanksIvanhoe.
been
Bailey Binford, who has
giving drawings also.
Lorna Doone.
Kentucky has the world's larghome this past week. He came to
Carr Institute and particularly
Games.
school Wednesday. He left for est quail farm. Well over 100,000
7-11 is sorry that Ann Anderson0 Life on the Mississippi_
Warm Springs, Georgia Thursday. chicks were produced there last
is leaving us.
On Safari.
We are all looking forward to the year.
Jr. High is getting their basketday when he comes home again.
arsa-ersuai ens-pless rear idadoirs.Semler Interiors
ball team in ship shape and before l Rev. M. W. Kiphart, pastor of
U you want a basketball season
sad sods* sew radiator gas aid *nese treatment.
long we will be playing some the First Christian Church will
ticket, see Charles Sevier. And
Above is the new Canino Cutlass,ens Of 11 body types
games.
speak to the student body at asspeaking of basketball, everyone Dr.H.W.Connaughton
is three Clieltsha ossfilas Special,De Luxe and Custom.
Mrs. Bennett's sixth grade pre- sembly Friday morning, Decemexcited over our first
is very
Wheelbase fat aR mho Is 122 Inches, with Power
sented their parents with the play ber 5. Following his talk, the secwhen we play
Veterinary Service
tonight
game
optimal.
ondesseat.
as
Bleeding
"The First Thanksgiving", Tues- ond year Home Economics girls,
here.
Western
Afterwards refreshments under the direction of Miss Grace
day.
PHONE 807-$
went
one
every
Wednesday
ton, who spent Thanksgiving at
ers meeting at Hickman.
Barnes, will give a style show
were served.
looking apprehensive,
around
HolRead
or CALL 70
Nall,
Mac
were:
home
'
Future
of
dresses
Chapter
winter
The Cayoe
modeling the
Happy Thanksgiving, Jo!
happy or sad. We got
Farmers of America has planned land, Billy Browning, Wendell then either cards in case
which they have just completed.
Your friend,
Graduate Veterinarian
you
report
our
a full year's program of work, Norman, Ann McDade, Anne LatElla Doyle
Basketball News
Located on Martin-Fulton
in ta, Gene Pigue, Carmen Pigue, haven't guessed.
The Cunningham High School with the following officers
The Girls' Glee Club is plannWell I guess that is about all.
Nancy Wilson, Shirley Maxwell,
charge:
at
74-62
Hickman
downed
program
cagers
ing a special Christmas
Music Club Meets
week.
next
until
Good-bye
Highway.
Whitesell, Sidney Bard,
Henry Smith, president; Billy Betsy
The third regular meeting of which they will present as a chap- Cunningham Tuesday, November
George Amelia Parrish, Billy Hill and
vice-president;
Atwill,
at
point
one
by
the
led
before
Hickman
shortly
program
25.
el
the Beethoven Music Club was
but Jones, Secretary; Nicky McClana- Bobby Sam Copeland.
held at the Fulton Woman's Club, Chr.strnas holidays. Jane ICearbYi the end of the first period,
han, Treasurer, Aaron Workman,
Wednesday, November !9, 1952 at Louise Kiphart, and Paula June Cunningham broke on top 38-2"
Billy
Lawson, COLLEGE STUDENTS HOME
Reporter; and
Hornsby were appointed chair- at the half.
3 o'clock.
Donald Davis, Cunningham Sentinel.
man of the program.
FOR THANKSGIVING
The meeting was called to or7 memmeeting,
October
the
In
guard, set the scoring pace with
der by Marion Blackstone.
as
greenhands
students iron
initiltect
oers
were
The following
School was dismissed Tuesday, 27 points. Harold Ross, Hickman
Refreshments were then served
and were given their Greenhand Murray State spent Thanksgivcenter, scored 19.
city
a
for
noon,
at
2,
December
by Millie McDade, Anne Fall,
19 38 58-74 pins. They were:
Cunningham
Joan Carter, and Diane Wright. and county wide teachers' meet- Hickman
Gerald Alexander, Ralph Cook,
20 27 42-62
Hickman
at
held
was
which
ing
The theme of Thanksgiving was
Bobby Jones, Jimmy Luker, RichCunningham (74)
.
disalso
was
School
School.
High
carried out in the decorations.
Accurate
Forwards: Leath 16, Hammonds ard Scearce, Charles Sisson, and
meeting a missed at 2:30 Wednesday after- 3, Scott 8.
business
In the
Jimmy Yates.
WORKMANSHIP
Christmas party was discussed to noon, December 3, for the P. T. A.
As a shop project the F. F. A.
Center: Puckett 27, Reasons 10,
take place of the December meet- meeting.
At Low Cost
Guards: Davis 27, Reasons •.'0, boys have been building farm
ing.
equipment for local farms. This Watches, Clocks an d Time
1.
Dis- Hendricks 2, Clark (62)
Jennings Kearby, First
A lovely program was present22
sold
built
and
fall they have
Hickman
Pieces of All Kinds Accurateed by Gloria Hinton. The follow- trict representative in the KenForwards: Kemp 17, Minton 8, gates and a hay and grain rack for ly Repaired at Low Cord by—
e
ing were on program: Sidney tucky Legislature, spoke to t,
taking
still
are
they
cattle,
and
•
Sanders 2.
ANDREWS
Calliham, Nancy Bushart, Nancy student body Tuesday mornine,
orders from farmers who need
Center: Ross 19, Blincoe 2.
Omar, and Ella Doyle, playing the! November 25, on the subject of
Jewelry
Company
H. Garrison 1, C. Ham- them.
Guards:
PHONE 620
409 COLLEGE STREET
-speech
The
Clark.
Rogers
George
piano. Ann Fall gave a musical
On the night of initiation a de
mock 4, D. Hammock 8, R. Garriobserstate-wide
the
of
part
was
quiz.
licious barbecue supper. was enson 1.
A game committee was ap- i vance honoring the birthday of
joyed by the members, Eugene
Waggoner, Chltpter advisor, and
two guests, Charles Bennett and
The Thanksgiving Holidays are Bobby Hendon.
over and everyone seems to have
Reporters,
had a nice vacation.
Jane Dawes and Marie Thompson
We are sorry that one of our
cafeteria workers, Mrs. Clara
Carr, broke her arm last week.
The Den Mothers of the Cub
We hcpe she will be back with us
—and completely renovated following the recent fire in our building.
408 EDDINGS STREET
soon. Mrs. J. C. Meneese is work- Scouts met Monday afternoon at
3 o'clock at the First Methodist
ing in her place.
plans for the
The seniors were all very hap- Church to make
For Ambulance Service Day or Night
py Monday morning, no wonder, Christmas Pack party to be held
they received their class rings!
Friday night, December 19 at the
The Homemakers were proud First Methodist Church. It was
of the large crowd that attended decided for each cub to bring a'
their square dance, Tuesday gift that may be for a boy or girl
of the Tennessee Orphanage at
night.
There will be an exciting game Springhill, Tenn. These gifts will
Friday night at Cayce between be packed and sent to these boys
the Cayce Tigers and the Clinton and girls in time for Christmas,
Cub Scoutmaster, Nelson Tripp
Red Devils.
The basketball boys are really and Mrs. Ward Johnson, cub misproud of receiving their new tress, were also present.
basketball suits this week.
We are sorry to hear that our UK STUDENTS LEAVE
janitor, Mr. J. C. Meneese has AFTER HOLIDAY HERE
been sick the last week.
Among the students from the
School will be dismissed Tuesday morning at 11:15 for a teach- Univers.ty of Kentucky, Lexing-

REED BROS.FEED & SEED CO

• BRAND-NEW,FRESH STOCK

Phone 3-30-- 88 -4E-4r Phone

• SELECT YOUR GIFTS FROM THE NATION'S NEWEST,
SMARTEST, JUST - ARRIVED GIFT IDEAS!

Christmas-time is drawing nearer and nearer, and NOW is the time to come to Warren's and
make your selections from our large, varied gift stock. Pay a little down and a little each week.
and your gifts will be paid by Xmas.

30% Protein—Designed to be balanced with home-grown
grains, or fed with oll types of roughage. The better the
roughage, the faster the rate of growth.

FOUNTAIN PENS
BRACELETS
ELGIN WATCHES, $33.75 nP
COMPACTS
HAMILTON WATCHES,
Keepsake DIAMOND RINGS
DRESSER SETS
$64.00 up
DINNER RINGS
MEN'S RINGS
OTHER WATCHES,
WATCH BANDS
PEN-PENCIL SETS
from $19.75
•
COSTUME JEWELRY
BULOVA WATCHSILVERWARE SETS,
WEDDING BANDS
ES $27.50 up
$33.50 up
RONSON CIGARETTE LIGHTERS
ZIPPO CIGARETTE LIGHTERS

Feeding Directions—Con be fed on top of groins or
ensilage in feeding troughs or pre-mixed with homegrown groins.
Feeding Rate—Should be hand fed at the rate of 3-lbs.
per head per day for fattening yearling
steers when overage quality roughage is
liberally fed.

Southorn !Hato'

BEEF SUPPLEMENT

$4.65'T.

Cobrful rose blossoms gracefully arranged on an Say
background outlined in gold

USE OUR LAY-AWAY PLAN
$1.00 Holds Any Gift Till Christmas
sel egsmanimi
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NEW TREATS FOR THE HOLIDAYS MADE
EASY
WITH CANNED FRUIT COCKTAIL
Marguerite Mkkelten

4 Kentucky 4-Were Earn High Honors Friday, Dec. 6, 1952 —
The Fulton News — Page 9
IGH HONORS

FRUIT ICE CREAM SWIRL—
exciting, inexpensive, easy dessert with 'a rainbow all through
it! Chill and drain a No. 234
can of fruit Cocktail. Prepare
1 package strawberry-flavored
gelatin as package directs. Chill
until set. Arrange fruit cocktail,
gelatin, and 1 pint vanilla ice
cream in layers in tall glasses.
Serve at once. Serves 6 to 8.
• • •
The five luscious fruits which
ire combined in California fruit
cocktail—golden cling peaches,
pears, pineapple, grapes and
cherries, make a perfect dessert
when simply chilled and spooned
from the can but can be used
to make easy appetizers and
salads as well as holiday desserts. Because the fruit is closepacked in each can it is an *specially economical buy too.

AL1D

were accorded four Kentucky 4-H'ers for their top
I.I records in the 1852 National 4-H Dress Revue,
Farm and Home
Electric, Safety, Field Crops programs. Each received an educational
trip to the 81st Nati nal 4-H Club Congress, Chicago, November 30December 4
ta of their club careers are given below.

Sr wise
wont'
aeon- Extra

ED CO

)NE 620

meetings, and a Christian Science
Reading Room, open to the public. With facilities with which to
better serve the community in the
work of God, it was natural for
this church to be rewarded, and
in April, 1951, the old building
was torn -clown and construction
of the present new, brick veneer
building was
begun.
Seven
months later, On October 7, 1951,
the first service in the newly constructed edifice was held, a glorious tribute to the love of God.
The new
edifice, with intericr
furnishings
a n d
woodwork
beautifully
finished in natural
Birch, will comfortably accomodate an attendance of one hundred and twenty-five, and by use
of accordian doors may be en.
larged to a seating capacity of
two hundred. The Sunday School
rooms, adjoining the church auditorium, are equipped for fifty pupils, where the Bible, the
King
James version, and the
Christian Science text-book, "Science
and Health with Key to the Scriptures" by Mary Baker Eddy, are
used in teaching pupils up to the
ago of 20. A room has been provided where infants and
small
children may be cared for by an
attendant during church services.
Also in the edifice is a Christian
Science Reading Room, with entrance on South Carr Street, open to the public, where the Bible
and all the books written by Mrs.
Eddy, and other authorized literature sin Christian Science, may
be read, borrowed, or purchased.
Reading Room hours are Wednesday through Saturday from 2 to
4 p. m.
As Christian Science churches
must be free from
debt before
dedication, gratitude for loving
assistance given by the Selina C.
Cornish Fund, the Trustees undei
the Will of Mary
Baker Eddy,
and all those who have made the
fulfillment of dedication possible
at this time is hereby acknowledged with heartfelt thanks.

Kentucky's state bird, flowers,
and tree are, respectively: the
Kentucky
Cardinal, the goldenrod, and the yellow poplar.
In 1840, Kentucky
was the
eighth largest state in the United
States, on the basis of population.

UOTtET
Oil ifeattr
Buy inTown!

Edith Sue Twee
Shirley Vaughn
Norma Waits
Representing Kentucky In the Co. This marketed at over 1,340
National 4-H Dress Revue pro- pounds, and the crop won her a
gram will be Edith Sue Terry, prize at a district show. Her trip
21, Valley Station. „Through her to the Congress wee provided by
4-H project work, planning and International Harvester.
making a harmonious ensemble
Norma Weiss, 17, of Augusta,
has become a simple matter to has accomplished noteworthy reEdith Sue. Poise, good grooming sults in the 4-H Farm and Home
Robert Steptoe
habits, improved personality and Safety program, for which she
At least six Kentucky bankers,
a considerable savings in dollars received the General Motors
have also been gained along the trip award to the Chicago Club
including two bank
presidents, FESTIVE SHORTCAKE—easy
way. For her prize-winning en- Congress. By means of surveys,
and an official of the Kentucky
semble,
as
you
Edith wore a two-piece demonstrations and other aids,
wish!
Cut
white
cake
Bankers Association, have leading
brown costume of men's suiting, she has helped to make her cominto slices, using cake made at
roles in the 1952
Crusade For
dusty
a
pink shorty coat, white munity more safety conscious
home your favorite way, or
Freedom in Kentucky.
blouse, brown hat, white gloves She has found and corrected 141.
pound
cake
from your bakery
stitched in brown, and brown liz- hazards, including accumulated
At the State campaign headard shoes and bag. The skirt of rubbish, defective wiring, loadquarters, in
Louisville, and or grocery store.
her dressmaker suit has a kick- ed guns, over-waxed floors, and
traveling throughout the State's Make dessert "sandwic
pleat in the center back, and the unanchored rugs. Using her sinhes" with
120 Counties, Robert P. Steptoe, bright
perky poodle cloth coat is soft ter as a "patient" in her various
canned fruit cocktail and
on loan from the KBA, is serving
and
full. Edith will be the guest demonstrations on first aid bandwhipped cream as filling and
of Simplicity Pattern Co. at the aging, she reached nearly 2,000
as executive director of the camtopping.
Chicago
Club Congress.
paign. Steptoe is public relations
persons. She prepared safety exAn outstanding 4-H Field hibite for two county fairs which
director of the bankers associaCrops record yielded state hen- were seen by 10,000 persons.
RED CIRCLE FRUIT SALAD
tion.
on to Shirley Vaughn, 16, of
State winner in the 4-H Farm
—quick, thrifty! Chill and drain
Campbellsville. Living on the and Home Electric
Treasurer for the State camprogram,
1
can
fruit
cocktail.
Arrange
116-acre farm of her parents, Anna Lee Stice, 17,
paign is Matthew W. King, vicethe T. H. Vaughns, she put to ville, was awarded of Brownsthin slices of unpeeled red appresident of
Citizens Fidelity
the
Westinggood use the skill and know-how
house Educational Foundation
ple in circle on salad greens.
Bank & Trust Co., Louisville.
gained during two years in field
all-expen
se
trip
to
National
Fill
4-H
All of the several county chaircenter with fruit cocktail.
crops. Keeping farm machinery Club Congress.
A better undermen have not been selected, but
in top-notch condition, careful standing of
Top generously with your favorelectricity and the
of those who have agreed to serve
selection and treatment of seed, know-how gained
during four
ite mayonnaise or salad dressFULL SIZE, BIG CAPACITY
and scientific methods of soil years in the project,
six arc bank executives. These
has meant
ing.
conservation, helped her in the greater productiv
ity, better mangrowing of her crop. From March agement and
GENUINE
3 when she burned the tobacco for the Sties more leisure time
are:
bed and sowed it on the 6th un- put her skill family. Anna Lee
to good use this
Jack E. Darnell, assistant cash- til the stripping was begun on
year when she converte an oil
10th, some 300 man lamp into an electrical done
ier, Owensboro National
Bank, ()etcher
for
Owensboro, Daviess County; Max hours were spent on her half- a cash outlay of seventy-five
acre
B. Duncan, executive vice-presi- bitioustobacco project. This am- cents. She also made an nameCIRCULATING OIL HEATER!
farmerette
PHONE-7--PHONE
dent, Corbin Deposit Bank, Cor- 35 to 40 leaves in ended up with tive table lamp from a discardHAPPY BIRTHDAY
a hand, twelve ed coffee mill. The quality of all
Paul Hbrnbeak and P. C. Jones, the only
bin,
Whitley
County;
hands
J.
C. Miller,
on a stick and 204 stripped
LICENSED emAnna Lee's project work has
(Next Week)
Jr.. executive vice-president, Tay- stubs including the prime tobac- been excellen
balmers in Fulton who are connected with
t
a Funeral home.
Heats plenty! Big capacity oil
lor
County
Bank,
All
these
Campbell
national
sville,
Decembe
4-H programs are conducted under the direction
r 7: Dr. R. V. Punman;
Mrs. Yates, Lady Assistant.
hearerwith genuine Duo-Therm
Taylor County; Bernard J. San- of the Cooperative Extension Ferviee.
December 8: Mrs. J. R. Luten,
heating efficiency!
ten, president, The National Bank
CONTRACT MEMBER OF KENTUCKY
Don
Collier,
Mrs.
Hugh Pigue;
FUNERAL
& Trust Co., Paris, Bourbon
Heats beautifully I Superb new
December 9: Kathryn Taylor and
DIRECTORS BURIAL ASSOCIATION.
County; J. Phil Smith, president,
styling, rich brown finish,brass
C. F. Jackson; December 10: D.
—AMBULANCE ANYWHERE, ANYTIME—
1st National Bank,
door pull!
Jackson,
J. Stokes; December 11: Harmon
Breathitt County; and J. Douglas
Johnson, Rita Kramer, and Mrs. I Heats
clean! Exclusive Dual
Turner, cashier, 1st
National
Guy Gingles; December 12: SkipChamber Burner is clean burnBank, Paintsville, Johnson Counpy Cate and
Virginia Howard; ing on high or low
fire setting
Christian Science Society, 211
ty.
and gives more heat from every
October,
1931, the group, with December 13: Mrs. Earl Baird, C.
Robert E. Hatton, Louisville at- Carr Street, Fulton, Kentucky,
B.'Johnson, and Cornell Johnson.
drop
of
oil.
•
•
torney and State campaign chair- will dedicate its new church edi- members from Fulton, Hickman,
Extra YONG features Automatic
man, is chief legal counsel for the fice on Sunday, December 7, 1952, Martin, and Crutchfield. was rePhone 470 for Job Printing
Draft Minder ... Waste StopKentucky Bankers Association.
with two services, one to be con- cognized as a Christian Science
per... Coordinated Control*.
The Crusade For Freedom so- ducted at 11 o'clock in the morn- Society by The Mother Church,
A BRAND-NEW STOCK OF
licits funds for the operation and ing, and the other at 3 o'clock in the First
Church of Christ, ScienFulton's Oldest Dealer in
strengthening of Radio Free Eu- the afternoon. The subject of the tist, in
Boston, Massachusetts.
Prices Start At
rope and Radio Free Asia. In ad- Lesson-Sermon is "God the only Three years
Hearing Aid Batteries
thereafter additional
dition, Kentuckians are being Cause and Creator," with Gold- room was
needed, and in August,
asked this year to sign Freedom- en Text from Psalms 88: "All na- 1934, the
present site of the Batteries For All Type
Grams. The campaign will close tions whom thou hast made shall church now being
dedicated was
Hearing Aids
December 15.
come and worship before thee,'0 purchased. At the
time of
Lord: and shall glorify thy name. chase of this property the purLet
us serve your needs.
, the resigreat, and doest dence located thereon was
Kentucky's four state forests, For thou art
re.... including Dress shoes, work shoes,
wondrou
s things: thou art God modeled and made suitable
the Kentenia Forest in Harlan
OWL DRUG STORE
MAIN ST.
PHONE 201
for
county, the Kentucky Ridge For- alone." The public is cordially in- church services, Sunday School
sport boots and heavy boots.
vited
to
attend
the dedication serest in Bell county, the Pennyrile
1111111111111NOVIIKIIIMAIVIIIMMEINIMPILlitintilltilrilINKIKI
MIKOKIIIIICIPEOICIKONOICONIKetillfillteltiff11111.11111011M1111111/01tOCE
Forest in Christian and Caldwell vices.
IEl
20 STYLES TO CHOOSE FROM
counties, and the Bernheim ForInterest in Christian
Science
est near Shepherdsville, contain among several families in
•
this
EXPERT SHOE REPAIR: Workmanship is some 43,393 wooded acres.
community led a small group to
hold church services in a private
strictly guaranteed to please you.
On a statewide basis, cotton is home on Norman Street, beginnno longer a major farm product ing the first Sunday in October,
in Kentucky, but in Hickman and 1927. Since this first meeting, reFulton counties it still is a mil- gular Sunday services, Wednesday testimony meetings, and
lion-dollar crop.
Christian Science Sunday School
NALIIIIKIIMPICOMIC011itdraKetilrilkillEiltailltelCOCIIIIIIII
IMIIIIIMPICetWINCIN IlieINlitiNgICIAM illitiltiMilirOK MAMA
Next to City National Bank
Marquis de la Calrnes, disting- have been maintained.
Lake Street
4-P
uished Revolutionary War hero, is
After holding services for three
ied
e
1111111FROIMX0/117071111110,1111111111117/11.7010.1/70110101.
10/1111,7•101107/111
Sundays in the private home, this
buried near Versailles, Ky.
GOLD SEAL
Bedroom-luites
group was joined by interested
IIIMMIIIKIIINK1111111111•110111111111111111111(1111611HIVIIIEINNIKIIHUIR
ti Christian Science students
fronrfrom
CONGOLEUM
the
surrounding communities,
and transferred the location of
Roll Goods and Rugs
their services to the American
Legion Hall, over L. Kaspow's on
Sig MONi
OlgilltiNgle
MOVOIC ViC At;IC
St MtintStSIC SiPiSY Sae AC lig AC tog 5
Lake Street, where they continued until late in the
Spring of
1928, at which time a room over
Sturdy Metal
Studio Couches
Fall & Fall Insurance Company
on Main Street was rented. It was
Smoking Sets
here, in July 1928, that they were
344344.:100*
officially organized as a Christ(00
ian Science
c---.1-1-4
Reading
Group.
4)
t(.
Growth and unfoldment was substantial during this period, and in
V OIL Sli Sie ACM 1011 WIC OK WM
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HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME, INC.
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BEAUTIFUL CHRISTIAN SCIENCE HOME
TO BE DEDICATED HERE ON DECEMBER 1TH

JUST RECEIVED!
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Andrews Jewehy Store
226 CHURCH STREET
111111111114111

Need New Safety Glass?
LET US REPLACE IT
Telephone or come in for prompç
expert service. We carry complete
stocks of Pittsburgh Safety Glass
parts and body hardwase.

STEEL BACK - - $35.00

Fulton Paint & Glass Co.

FULTON
Nionimumpainiar

$1.95 up

SAMSON
CARD
TABLES

SliSICAL MtIII MSCFAL QC SKIIICatillE

LAMPS

NM?
•

EASY
WASHERS

Boudoir - Table - Floor

-

_ -,47•1•--•

".c

Ms Home

MIKPINKilltilKSUMACMU ACM Mg SKIM OM OICS.0
SYNC AC USW

PAST TIMM Evil Nee
AWL Is us 7550.04
wtmOSsolLe
-•
Marnil.,

inca flex

,-..r.„;,....)....,..._.:,...,
4.42,11-iriel

When you buy a WyIncaflex you're
ler
buying the best- protected watch under
the sun. See our superbly - designed new
models . . . . they're
feature values with

$89.50 up

ie Niceit than a

210 Church St.

Phone NO

ogiamermai"-"""tamagammaimmu"-ms—:-- ,, --x-nm
OCCASIONAL TABLES - COFFEE TABLES - PLATFORM ROCKERS
CLOTHES HAMPERS
CEDAR CHESTS
COMPLETE LINE OF WALLPAPER AND MARTIN SENOUR PAINTS

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
207 Church Street

Fulton
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N. B. Roberson and sons, Mrs.
Nara Sterling, Mr. and Mrs. J. R.
and family and Mrs. Jocie
West State Line News tended the play party at Cayce Sutton
Hicks.
school last week.
Mrs. Edgar Grissom
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Hicks and
Mr. and
There was a good attendance at and family Mrs. Raymond Sutton little Bill have returned
from
attended the birthday Chicago where he has been workthe Mission on Saturday evening, dinner
at the home of Mr. and ing. They ar staying with
their
but due to it being so bad and Mrs. J.
P.
cold, there was only a few there Sunday. Sutton in Water Valley, parents at the present.
It
was
J.
P.'s
22nd
birthMr.
and
Mrs.
Bob
Moser and
Sunday afternoon and night. Rev. day.
daughter, Patsy, of Uborn, Ohio
John McClure preached at the
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Thompson lett Tuesday after spending the
Sunday afternoon service
and
Thanksgiving holidays with his
everyone
enjoyed his meg-gage killed three hogs Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Sutton, parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest
very much.
The entire community is in Mr. and Mrs. Jim McFadden and Moser, Mary and Joe. Jack is also
30-day leave from
sympathy with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mr. and Mrs. Vance Hicks killed here for a
overseas. He will leave the 15th
Collier, who lost their home and six hogs Tuesday.
for
oversea duty. They also visitThe school children returned to
belongings in a fire last week.
ed his sister, Mrs. J. W. Noles and
school Monday after a long
Mettle Sutton
celebrated her end for the Thanksgiving week family.
holi14th birthday Wednesday, Dec- days.
ember 3. Congratulations Mattie
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom
All Styles,Sizes
WINGO NEWS
and we wish you
many, many spent Thanksgiving with
PLANS COMOPLZTED FOR U. K. MEWS JRZSIDENOS
her parHALL—Ca
mereste
And Prices
,
en
la
more happy birthdays.
expeeSed
to
begin
he
Jsanary on tbe University of Kentish" new men's re:sidemen MIL T'ke
ents, Mr. and Mrs. M. W. WeathMrs. Dewey Fields
$1,11110,1101 dormitory, shows
. . . Including the new Standabove i
drawing by architect Jots P. Wilson et Lesingto.. has beesnew
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom erford and family of Springhill.
designed
boom
to
add
Andean;
and is provide dining facilities for IAN. A lam et $1,400,000 bee been
ard revised edition. Largest
Mrs. Curtis Hopkins is improvspent Friday evening with Mr.
approved by the federal
Those enjoying a turkey dinner
meat, sad the Kentucky Property sad WjOusinakeeka has allseened
stocks in Western Kentucky.
and Mrs. J. W. Noles and daugh- at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Leon ing.
an &Miasma $400,000 hitbe
einsotare. It will take at least twos reamis onsplete mastreet
-ioa.
Mrs. Lela Lutter
ters in Riceville.
spent last
Moore and Albert Thanksgiving
BEAUTIFUL Reg. $18.95 teethMrs. Hillman enllier and chil- were: Mr. and Mrs. Jim McDaniel, week with Mr. and Mrs. Dora
Must not 'gave out the coffee that
Myatt.
dren, Mrs. J. C. Olive and son at- Mrs. Vie Killebrew, Mr. and
CODE OPPOSED
I tea in major college football to- erbound Bibles rim sale at
Mrs.
$14.95
Mrs. Beulah Sutton has been Charlie Raskin is providing. The
Kentucky's Judicial Conference day Be was ,an all-conference ,
gals
buy
perfume
Others as low as $1.00
called
very sick, but is much improved
"Evening
in Paris," but the aroma is call- —composed of Circuit and Appel- ; end last year and this season has
at this writing.
late Judges — voiced disapproval won his fame at quarterback, deMr. Earl Hopkins is on the sick ed "Temptation" and he will be of a
proposed major change in ifensive safety, linebacker, offentempted to stay, for a week. All
list.
Kentucky's new Code of
Civil sive and defensive end, and as the
Mrs. Krnest Sullivan spent in all we propose having a jolly
good time and are not reevealing Procedure that would require op- team's punter.
Monday in Mayfield shopping.
en hearings in all equity cases—
Patsy and Beverly Davis spent a doggone thing.
So when he arrives there will rather than permit them to be
Saturday in Mayfield.
TODAY AND SATURDAY
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Yates mov- be no more news about him than heard by deposition. The Circuit
there is supposed to be out of Ko- Judges' Division of the Confered to Mayfield.
BIG DOUBLE FEATURE PROGRAM
ence, voted 23 to 12 against the
Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Fields, rea. And I am not revealing a proposal.
Something good
Dianne and
LAINID I
Rondy of Jackson, thing.
—Bill of Harris Fork'
Tenn., spent Thursday with Mr.
JUDGMENT GRANTED
and Mrs. J. D. Fields and son.
(Ed's Note: Ain't It a shame
is always
Mrs. Lola Gosson visited Mrs. Stevenson wasn't elected. He isn't
The State Department of ReveBeulah Sutton one day last week. married and certainly could have nue obtained judgment in FrankCANOVA in
Mr. and Mrs. Fug Vaughn's lit- been an interesting visitor for all , lin Circuit Court for $250,525.58
cooking, here!
tle daughter has scarlet fever.
those widows you're always talk- against American Suppliers, subMr. and Mrs. Jonah Hopkins ing about.)
"LOUISIANA
sidiary of
American
Tobacco
spent Thanksgiving with Mr. and
Company, for additional income
Mrs. Earl Hopkins.
taxes, penalties and interest for
Mr. and Mrs. John Hopkins had
a f.ve-year period. The suit grew
Thanksgiving
cut of a disagreement over the
dinner with Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie
method of computing taxes.
Jackson and
family.
Also--Edgar Kennedy and Cartoon
ROAD PLAN PROPOSED
A gioup of Kentucky Highway
Starting Sunday for 3 Big Days
15 residents — headed by Dewey
PIENS APPOINTED
Daniel, Hazard, — proposed to
Commissioner of Welfare Lu- the State Highway Department
The best of
ther T. Goheen announced selec- and Governor Wetherby construcSPECIAL DINNER EVERY SUNDAY
Runyon in the
tion of William H. Pyne, head of tion of a $25,000,000 toll road beWinchester and Hazard
biggest of all
the Greendale Houses of Reform, tween
as• director of Kentucky Youth that would shorten the distance Our Sunday menu always featur
musicals!
es a
ou
Authority. Pyne, former assistant thirty miles. Wetherby suggested
1.001001"
Water Valley folks are very old superintendent of the Louisville that a traffic count be made over good turkey, chicken or beef dinner
fashioned, oh very old, I reckon and Jefferson County Children's the proposed route.
for
because when they make up their Home, will continue as head of
mind to Ifftirry lifithey just go get the Houses of Reform. The VERSATILE MR. MEILINGER
some kind of a license, grab onto Youth agency was created by the
Kentuck
a preacher or somebody and pro- 1952 General Assembly and will America y's nomination for Allceed to put the Dime Store ring supervise a new youth rehabili- terback honors, 220-pound quar-end Steve Meilinger, may
to work.
tation program.
Fourth Near Carr Street
be one of the most versatile athle
That's where the City gals have
111101117,11111111311171113111M11111111171011011~10119
407107110111107,10110
it all over the Water Valley Belles. The City gal will start off with
"Miss Speiglehaupt reveals the
dope on her coming hookup with
Jeremiah
McGook". It was a
deep dyed mystery up to right
now tho folks have been getting
hitched since Noah drove the first
spike in the ARK. Then day after day there are columns and
columns in the daily papers till
folks are glad when that "revealPlus --Latest World News and Cartoon
ed" day shows up and the same
columns can tell us about Gen.
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
Ike and retinue going to visit Water Valley in July and wants especially to see Camp Beauregard
William Holden and Alexis Smith in
where the Cotton Pickers knocked over so many damyankees and
then died of pneumonia themselves.
*We are going to give them a
feed of our famous country sauPlus -- Pluto's Xmas Tree and Latest News
sage and a mess of our celebrated
waffles and sorghum. He will not
Give Gift Books for Christmas--Now on Sale at want to leave after all of that.
The eggs will be poached in some
of our country
ham red gravy
Box Office--$2.50 and $5.00 Books
Bet he will want to engage some
Jf our cooks for the White House.
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"THE TURNING POINT"
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Smart Gifts
For The Home

the perfect gift is a
cedar chest

Knee Hole Desks
End Tables
Coffee Tables
Floor Lamps
Rugs
Bath Sets
Pyrexwane
Percolators
Toasters
*Waffle Irons
Roasters
Heating Pads
Radios

In Christmas Club Checks
Sent To Members This Week
You'll be glad you did Christmas saving early, if
you're in for a windfall of cash as one of
Christmas Club members! If you failed to enroll
our
for this year—get your name on our membe
ship list for next year—and know the pleasure of ready
rcash with which to buy generously for
everyone on your Christmas gift list! Just deposi
t
when December 25, 1953 rolls around enjoy a merrieany amount from 25c up each week — and
r holiday, because you're able to give all
want to!
you

For The Sportsman
Give her the gift to permanently and
safety
keep oil her other gifts secure ... protecte
d from dust,
damp, moths—safe with lock and key. Give her
a beautiful
piitc• of furniture just for her very own—a
beautiful
CAVALIER CEDAR CHEST.
Wide selection of Rom Cenrodew Cedar
Chests
kt the woods and styles you peeler as low
as

Browning and Remington
Automatic Shotguns
Ammunition
All Kinds of Rifles

$39.95

Footballs, Basketballs, etc

FULTON BANK

FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO.1

[

208 Lake Street

Phone 1
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MEMBER F. D. L C.

1
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